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Abstract 

This paper inyestigates the short and long-run effects of openness on South Africa's 

non-gold merchandise trade balance at the bilateral and aggregate leyel. Openness is 

measured using bilateral real exchange rates and a measure of tariff protection, 

namely collection rates. Bilateral trade balance relationships are estimated for seven 

countries (France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands. the UK and the USA) to 

test for heterogenous responses in the relationship. The robustness of the results are 

assessed USl11g the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Approach to 

cointegration. We find strong evidence of aggregation bias. In all cases a real 

exchange rate depreciation improves the bilateral (and aggregate) trade balance, but 

the strength of the relationship differs across regions. We find evidence of J-curve 

behaviour in the cases of South African bilateral trade with the UK and the USA. 

Similar behaviour is not found using aggregate level data. Protection is shown to 

improve the trade balance in some cases, but not others. 
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1. Introduction 

The literature contains an abundance of both theoretical and empirical studies analysing the link 

bet\\'een a real exchange rate depreciation (or devaluation) and the trade balance. The general 

long run expectation is that a real currency depreciation stimulates export demand. and dampens 

demand for imports, thereby improving the country's trade balance. There is, however, 

theoretical ambiguity in the real exchange rate - trade balance relationship, as a real depreciation 

can in fact worsen the trade balance as well. Such ambiguity makes clarification of this 

relationship an empirical issue. The primary aim of this paper is to empirically establish the real 

exchange rate - trade balance relationship in the South African case. FollO\ving the establishment 

of this relationship, an investigation of the short run dynamics is performed. 

If aggregated exchange rate and trade balance data is used to determine the long run real 

exchange rate - trade balance relationship, then similar testing using disaggregated/bilateral data 

should be performed in order to uproot potential aggregation bias inherent in this relationship. 

Aggregation bias is prevalent if an aggregated result does not adequately account for 

heterogeneous responses. Furthermore, the timing of this relationship needs to be taken into 

account. That is, if a real depreciation improves the trade balance, then is this improvement 

immediate: delayed; or does the trade balance in fact worsen before improving? Given these 

additional concerns, this paper further investigates the real exchange rate - trade balance 

relationship on both the aggregate and bilateral level, with an additional focus on the difference 

bet\veen the short run adjustment and the long run equilibrium. 

Within the currency depreciation - trade balance relationship. is the related J-curve phenomenon. 

The .I -curve describes the graphic representation that the trade balance may follow as a response 

to a currency depreciation. That is, after a depreciation, the trade balance may continue to move 

deeper into a deficit for a number of periods before an improvement starts to occur. 

The majority of papers investigating the exchange rate - trade balance relationship (along with 

any possible .I-cune phenomena) do so by employing the ARDL approach to cointegration. 

Although containing certain shortcomings such as its inability to capture the feedback effects 

inherent in a t1exibk exchange rate regime, as \vell as cater illr the existence of endogenoLlS 

variables interacting simultaneously. this estimation technique is utilised in this il1\estigation. 

Ho\\e\l~r. in order to account for these feedback effects a \ector autorcgressi\C (V AR) 
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cointegration methodology is also used (in the form of the Johanson Maximum Likelihood (ML) 

approach), as well as the associated vector error-correction model (VECM). The use of both of 

these methodologies allows for interesting comparison both bet\',;een them, as well as between 

this paper and the rest of the literature. 

This paper makes five valuable contributions to the exchange rate - trade balance debate. Firstly, 

it specifically deals with the real exchange rate - trade balance relationship. It is therefore 

ditTerent to a nominal exchange rate analysis, as relative prices are incorporated in the exchange 

rate variable. Secondly, this analysis is performed on both bilateral and aggregate levels so as to 

re\'Cal any aggregation bias inherent in the data. Thirdly, on both the bilateral and aggregate 

levels, the two econometric methodologies employed allow for a distinction to be made between 

the short run dynamics and the long run equilibria, i.e. a J-curve analysis. The J-curve study also 

provides for an environment in which potential aggregation bias can be revealed. Fourthly, the 

specification used includes certain customs duty variables in order to capture the impact of 

protectionism on the trade balance. Finally, given their respective strengths and weaknesses in 

this context, use is made of both the ARDL and VECM estimation techniques to test the 

relationship. 

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 develops the theoretical background associated with 

the typical modelling of a trade balance. Section 3 provides a revie,,\' of the empirical literature. 

Section 4 outlines the specification of the models used. This paper utilises two econometric 

methodologies \vhich are explained in Section 5. Section 6 presents an analysis of the data. 

Section 7 reports the results generated by the two methodologies employed. Section 8 concludes 

the paper. Section 9 contains the Appendix. 
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2. Theoretical Background 

Theory go\'erning the exchange rate - trade balance relationship is divided into three schools of 

thought, namely the elasticities, absorption, and monetarist approaches, Each approach provides 

a different perspective on this link, as each has a unique theoretical framework, 

The elasticities approach (as captured in the Bickerdike-Robinson-Metzler (BRM) condition) 

formulates certain conditions for an improvement in the trade balance (following a currency 

depreciation), in terms of the demand and supply elasticities of both domestic and foreign 

exports and imports, That is, according to the Marshall-Lerner condition, a currency depreciation 

will only lead to an improvement in the trade balance if the sum of the demand elasticities of 

exports and imports is greater than one: I EDX + EDM I > 1 , Therefore, following a depreciation 

of a currency, an improvement in the trade balance is only forthcoming once the elasticities of 

demand for exports and imports have had time to increase, 

Using basic identities from the national accounts, proponents of the absorption approach (e,g, 

Alexander (1952» describe how a currency depreciation affects the national income (production) 

- expenditure differential, by stimulating production and switching expenditure from foreign to 

domestic goods, improving the trade balance. 

Monetarists (such as Johnson (1977) and Frenkel (1978» argue that it is changes in the supply of 

and demand for money that impact the trade balance. As the money supply is increased, there is 

a tendency to increase spending on goods and services, as well as on financial assets, This leads 

to an increase in imports (as \vell as a possible decrease in exports as people start to buy would

be-exported-goods). This leads to an increase in demand for foreign currency. facilitating a local 

currency depreciation. \\ith a resultant impact on the trade balance, 

In the framc\\ork of the elasticities approach, Rose and Yellen (1989) provide a useful model to 

evaluate the effect of the real exchange rate on the trade balance. The follO\\ing two equations 

represent import demand at home and in a foreign country. respectively I: 

(M I > 0, ~h < 0) 

(1\( I > O. M * 2 < 0) 

I Comparative statics in parenthesis. \\here. for l'x<lIJolpk. M I c_ ("'[\1 OY: M, (~[\lcPIlI 

(I) 

(2) 
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where M (M*) is the import volume by home (foreign) country: Y (y') is real income at home 

(foreign) country: and Pill is the relative price of imported goods to domestically produced goods 

(PniP) for the home country, both measured in home currency. Similarly. Pill' = Pm'/p* \vhere Pm* 

is foreign country's import price in its own currency and p' the foreign price level. 

It is assumed that the supply of exportables only depends upon their relatiw prices: 

x = X(p,). 

X* = X * (p * ,) , 
(XI> 0) 

(X*I > 0), 

(3 ) 

(4) 

where X (X*) is the supply of home (foreign) exportables; px is the home country relative price 

of exportables, defined as the ratio of the domestic currency price of exportables to the domestic 

price level (P x/P). both measured in home currency; px * is similarly defined as the ratio of the 

foreign currency price of export abies to the foreign price level (P,*I p\ both measured in foreign 

currency. 

Given that Pm = PiliP, the domestic relative price of imports can be expressed as: 

Pill = E . (p *, / p) = (E . P * I P) . ( P*,I P*) = R E R . p *' , (5) 

v"here E is the nominal exchange rate, defined as the number of units of domestic currency per 

unit of foreign currency: and RER is the real exchange rate, defined as RER = EP*/P. In a similar 

fashion to (5). it can be shown that the relative price of imports abroad is: 

P*'II = p, / RER 

These definitions of pm and Pill' are a function of how E is defined. 

From(1)and(5): .\J=.\1(1'.RER·p*,) 

From (2) and (6): .\J* = .\J * (r*. ~ p'-) 
RER 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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Quantities traded and their relative prices will then be determined by the following two market 

clearing equilibrium conditions: 

jj = X* (9) 

(10) 

In the four equations (3), (4), (7), and (8), there exist six unknowns (M. M*, X. X*. p*\, p,,J. 

Together with (9) and (10). we can solve for these endogenous variables in terms of the 

exogenous variables (Y, Y*, RER). Thus the following four trade balance functions can be 

expressed as follows: 

M = X* = f(Y,RER) (M, > 0, M2 < 0) (11 ) 

p* 
P*\ =-t-=k(Y,RER) «p* ; . .;), > ° , (p* x)2 > 0) (12) 

)( = M* = g(Y*, RER) (X, > 0, X2 > ° ) (13) 

PI = ; = h(Y*,RER) «p,;) , > 0, (Pxh > 0) (14) 

The typical trade balance equation is: TB = PI . X - Pili . Ai. By normalising on the domestic 

Price (P). this can be represented as TB = 1) .. X -1) . M . Therefore. the trade balance can be p.\ fII 

defined as: 

7;~ = p,(Y*,RER).,,(Y*.RER)- PIIl(Y,RER).M(Y,RER) (15) 

Accordingly, the trade balance model in its reduced form \\ill be a function of RER. Y, and Y*. 

i.e. TB = TB(RER, Y, Y*). The comparative statics of (15) \\ill rewal the effect of the real 

exchange rate on the trade balance. This is done by partially differentiating (15) with respect to 

RLR: 

~ TB 
P cp\. C., OP III 0: c '" ~ v [~ "\ \/ 1 

f:R~'R = eRER '.\ + PI' cRER - cRER' :\/ + r:RER . Pili (16 ) 
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Gi\'en that an increase in RER (a real depreciation) increases the relative price of exports; the 

volume of exports: and the relative price of imports, 8pxicRER. cX/cRER. and cPn/cRER are all 

greater than zero, Since an increase in RER decreases import volume. cM/cRER is less than zero. 

These alternating responses show that the effect of a real currency depreciation on the trade 

balance is ambiguous, and depends on the elasticities of the domestic country's export supply 

and import demand functions. 

The effect of a Nominal Depreciation: 

Since RER = EP*/P, a nominal depreciation will have no impact on the real exchange rate 

variable if the nominal depreciation results in an equally substantial increase in domestic 

imported inflation, P. If this complete pass-through occurs, then a change in the nominal 

exchange rate variable will have no effect on the real exchange rate variable (i.e. cRERJcE = 0), 

resulting in the trade balance normalised by P being similarly unaffected by a nominal 

depreciation. This, of course, will only be the case if there is balanced trade at the time of the 

depreciation. 

However, if incomplete pass-through occurs, then one can further demonstrate that the above 

trade balance ambiguity exists by partially differentiating (15) with respect to E: 

TE 

a p = cp, . cRER. X + ) .~. aRER _[ CPIIl .?RER'M + aA1 . aRER. ) 1 
cE cRER cE 1., aRER aE aRER aE cRER cE 1 III 

(17) 

Since cRERJcE is either greater than or equal to zero, (17) either has an ambiguous sign for the 

same reasons as before, or it is equal to zero. 

The J-Cun'e Phenomenon: 

Krugman and Obstfeld (2001). agree that the sign of the coefficient of the real exchange rate 

yariablc is ambiguous. If there is a real depreciation of the domestic currency. then the increased 

competiti\eness of prices for the domestic country should result in it importing less and 

exporting more. imprO\ing the trade balance (an outcome \\hich these authors refer to as the 

"\olume effecC). Ho\\e\er. the higher real exchange rate also tends to increase the \alue of each 

unit of import (referred to as the "import value effecC). \\ hich \\ould \\orsen the trade balance, 
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These authors argue that in the short run, the import value effect dominates, with the volume 

etTect doing so in the long run. Ifso, then the trade balance \vill follo\\' a J-curve pattern. 

In the model developed above, the effect on the trade balance. following a real depreciation, 

depends on the elasticities of responsiveness ofpx, Pm, X and M to the RER. If the elasticity of Pm 

is greater than the those of X, M, and px following a currency depreciation, then the trade balance 

response will follow a J-curve pattern. In line with Krugman and Obstfeld (200 1), if we assume 

that in the short run cXlcRER, aMlaRER. and cp . ./eRER are all equal to zero, and that 

Cpn/eRER is greater than zero. then (16) will have a negative value. In the long run. cXlaRER 

and eMI eRER (i.e. the "vol ume effect'·) wi 11 have time to increase, so that (16) takes on a 

positive value. 

Further theory regarding why a J-curve scenario might exist within this exchange rate - trade 

balance relationship is extensive. Several factors try to explain the existence of this time delay in 

the trade balance's response to an exchange rate depreciation. Predominantly among these, and 

argued by Krueger (1983), are goods in transit and under contract which tend to dominate the 

short term impact on the trade balance. One therefore \vitnesses the existence of certain 

adjustment lags. After a depreciation, goods in transit are at old prices. Therefore. if a country's 

trade balance was worsening before a depreciation, it will continue to worsen after it. Once the 

new prices are realised the trade balance will begin to improve. That is. the J-curve would 

represent a scenario where a depreciation would lead to an accelerated \vorsening of the trade 

balance, before an improvement occurs. Rose and Yellen (1989: pp.53) corroborate this initial 

trade balance \vorsening by stating that "the trade balance is likely to decline subsequent to a 

depreciation if export and import volumes adjust slowly to movements in relative prices. but 

import prices respond quickly to exchange rate changes". Further evidence of the lagged 

response of a depreciation on the trade balance has been put forward by Junz and Rhomberg 

(1973). These include "Iags in recognition of the changed situation. in the decision to change real 

\'ariables. in delivery time, in the replacement of inventories and materials. and in production". 

On the origins and implications of a .I-curve occurrence in the UK's balance of payments (easily 

related to the trac!e balance), Thirwall and Gibson (1992: pp,166) recount how "domestic policy 

and the achievement of other goals may be upset considerably", Here these authors present two 

alternative reasons il)r the .I-curve. namely in the 10rm ot lom'arc! contracts and expectations. 

respecti\ely, Indeed. the relative weakening of a currency "ma\ not immcdiateh affect the 
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relative prices of traded and non-traded goods if foreign trade is subject to forward contracts". 

That is, if export prices are fixed in the domestic currency and import in a foreign currency, and 

both are under contract for a future period of time, then "foreign exchange receipts \vill suffer as 

a result of the [depreciationl and the [trade balanceJ will worsen". 

With regards to expectations, these authors warn that if a currency depreciation ;'is seen as a 

prelude to further [depreciation], domestic importers \vill accelerate orders through fear of 

having to pay more for goods in the home currency later, while foreign importers delay their 

orders for the exports of the [depreciatingJ country in the hope of buying them more cheaply 

later in terms of their own currency". Such behaviour would exacerbate any J-curve pattern. 
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3. Review of Empirical Literature 

Traditionally, the approach used to investigate the impact of an exchange rate movement on the 

trade balance has been based on the Marshall-Lerner or elasticities condition. Studies using this 

method include Houthakker and Magee (1969), Khan (1974), Warner and Kreinin (1983), and 

Bahmani-Oskooee (1986). Alternative studies estimate the link between the trade balance and 

the exchange rate. Examples of this group include Miles (1979), Bahmani-Oskooee (1985), 

Himarios (1985. 1989), and Rose (1990). Largely due to differences in variable unit 

measurement; the development of economies investigated: and data aggregation levels, results 

have tended to differ. 

General Trade Balance Model Specifications: 

Based on the theory developed in the previous section, where it was established that the reduced 

form of a trade balance model can be expressed as TB = TB(RER, Y, Y\ one can specify a 

general trade balance linear approximation which takes these variables into account, given by: 

(18) 

Miles (1979) was the first aggregated analysis to incorporate variables other than the exchange 

rate and income variables. Specifically, the variables employed were an attempt to account for 

the effects of the government's monetary and fiscal policies. Equation (19) represents Miles' 

prImary regressIOn: 

( 19) 

\\here TBi = the level of the trade balance in country i: YJ = the level of income in country i: gJ' 

gil. = gro\'\1h rates of income in country i and the rest-or the world R: M J , l\h = the ratio or 

a\l~rage lenl of high-pO\\ered money to output in country i and the rest-or the \\orld R: G J , GI{ = 

the ratio of government consumption to output in country i and the rest-of the \\orld R: and L\ERJ 

= the rate of change in the nominal exchange rate of country i. With annual data from 14 

countries O\er the period 1956-1972. Miles did not find am e\idence that a currency 

de\aluationidepreciation improved the trade balance. 
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In his critique of Miles' \vork, Himarios (1985) showed that currency devaluations do in fact 

affect the trade balance in the traditionally expected direction. Although retaining Miles' 

framework, Himarios points out certain deficiencies in his analysis. This is done systematically 

by sho\ving that equation (19) is a restricted version of the following equation: 

(20) 

\vhere the ~* s represent foreign variables, and lagged nominal exchange rate variables are 

included. As a first critique, Himarios (and the majority of the more recent bilateral studies) 

stress that the results are sensitive to the units of measurement. Secondly, using equation (20) 

Himarios argues that domestic and foreign variables may not have the same impact on the trade 

balance as assumed by Miles in equation (19), i.e. Himarios argues that it is not necessarily the 

case that ~l = ~ I * = ai, ~2 = ~2 * = a2, and ~3 = ~3 * = a3. Thirdly, it is the real exchange rate (or 

relative prices) rather than the nominal exchange rate that affects trade flows. This is in line with 

the derivation of the Rose and Yellen theoretical model. Fourthly, and fundamental in the recent 

J-curve literature, the lagged values of exchange rates play an important role. Lastly, determining 

what happens to the trade balance on average is not the same thing as determining what happens 
! 

to the average trade balance-. 

J-Cun'e Model Specifications: 

The J-curve literature stretches back to Magee's (1973) seminal paper analysing vv'hy the US 

trade balance continued to move deeper into a deficit in 1972 after the US dollar depreciated in 

1971. Since then, much attention has focused on this delayed trade balance response. The 

literature regarding the J-curve phenomenon can be divided into t\VO main categories: (1) earlier 

papers employing aggregated trade data. and (2) the more recent papers usmg 

disaggregated/bilateral trade data. This division is not generally focused on in that part of the 

literature exploring the exchange rate - trade balance link (i.e. \\here no .I-cune is investigated). 

Further di\isions in the literature include studies focusing on either de\eloped and/or developing 

country .I-cune existence, and the use of more modern de\'t~lopments in econometric techniques. 

If the South African tr,ll1e balance improves and the German trade balance deteriorates b) an l'Cjuai amount 
fo!!o\\"ing 3 South ,\fric~1n 3nd Gcrrnan depreciation. then the South /\.frican dcprcciJtion should be judged to 
the successful and the German depreciation unsuccessful. 
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Indeed, since the inception of the J-curve enquiry, neVi econometric estimation techniques have 

been employed to tackle the issue. 

Previous J-curve research employing aggregated trade data showed mixed results. Examples of 

these include Bahmani-Oskooee (1985), Rosensweig and Koch (1988) and Himarios (1989) who 

found evidence of the J-curve phenomenon, and Felmingham (1988). Demirden and Pastine 

(1995) who did not. One often cited reason for the generally mixed results in these studies is the 

aggregation bias which critics argue is an inherent problem. That is. a country's trade balance 

could be improving with one trading partner and simultaneously deteriorating with another. The 

same could be said of the real exchange rate. According to Bahmani-Oskooe and Brooks (1999), 

aggregate data on each of these variables could suppress the actual movements taking place at 

the bilateral levels. 

The more recent studies using disaggregated/bilateral trade data include Rose and Yellen (1989), 

Marwah and Klein (1996), Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999). Bahmani-Oskooee and 

Kantipong (2001), Bahmani-Oskooee and Goswami (2003), Arora, Bahmani-Oskooee, and 

Goswami (2003), Bahmani-Oskooee and Artatrana Ratha (2004), and Bahmani-Oskooee, 

Goswami, and Talukdar (2005). Via the advent of improved econometric estimation techniques, 

these studies have generally improved on both short and long run measures of trade balance 

reactions to exchange rates changes. 

Bahmani-Oskooee (1985, 1989ai introduced a ditTerent method of testing the .I-curve without 

the use of gro\vth rates or differences between domestic and foreign variables. His model takes 

the following form: 

(21 ) 

\\ here TB t is the trade balance defined as the difference between the values of merchandise 

exports and merchandise imports: Yt is domestic income: YV-'t is \vorld income: ~lt is domestic 

high pO\\ered money: ivlW t is world high powered money: and (EiP) is the exchange rate 

; Bahmani-Oskooee 1989a is an errata paper correcting the specification of the e~change rate \ariable. The 
llriginal 1985 paper specifics (E P) with E being the nominal c~change rate e~pressed as units of foreign 
curn:nc: per unit of domestic currency. Since P is the domestic price leveL an increase in i: and P results in 
this .. ;ariabl~ being inconsistent. The 1989a errata paper therefor..: fe-specifics the E \'(lriabl~ ZlS units of 
domestic currency per unit of foreign currency so as to be consistent \\ith changes in the P \ariable. 
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variable-l. Bahmani-Oskooee found evidence that a currency devaluation improves the trade 

balance in the long run for all four developing economies studied, with J-curve movements in 

three of the four cases. 

The Terms of Trade 

Rather than model nominal or real exchange rate movements on the trade balance, some analyses 

in the literature have preferred the terms of trade alternative. typically represented as the ratio of 

export to import prices. Such an approach is consistent with the belief that it is export and import 

prices, rather than relative price levels that determine trade flows. Felmingham (1988) and 

Karunaratne (1988) both perform studies of Australia's trade balance - exchange rate 

relationship. Whilst Karunaratne relates the trade balance to both the real effective exchange rate 

and the terms of trade, Felmingham only employs the terms of trade. Karunaratne finds a 

statistically insignificant coefficient for the exchange rate variable. In a critique of this paper, 

Bahmani-Oskooee (2004) points out that this result may be due to possible multi-collinearity 

between this explanatory variable and the terms of trade variable. 

In excluding an exchange rate explanatory variable, Felmingham hopes to explain the perverse 

etTects of the J-curve by distinguishing between short and long run changes in the trade balance 

following an exchange rate induced deterioration of the terms of trade. His unrestricted 

distributed lag model takes the following form: 

log B, = ({ + I b, log ~_, + clog y, + d log y,' + (;', ' (22) 

\\here B (a trade balance measure) = value of imports/value of exports: p = ratio of export to 

import prices (i.e. the terms of trade); and y and y' are domestic and foreign incomes. 

respectively. This is not the conventional route followed by the literature \\'herein an exchange 

rate measure is almost universally preferred to its terms of trade counterpart. Indeed, as 

Bahmani-Oskooee (200~) argues. "changes in the terms of trade llIay no! reflect the changes in a 

country's exchange rate. and therefore. the latter should explicitly enter the model being 

estimated". 

1 Bl1hnlani-Os~oocc iniposcs an .Alinon lag structure on the exchange rate \"ariablc, Thi:; is 11 ilh:thoJ lIt' 

\\ei~hting the c:\change rate distributcd lag coefficients devised by the Almon CI(65) paper. 
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The Aggregation concern 

An important shortcoming of much of the literature is that most studies are conducted using 

aggregate trade balance data. Such an approach, which weights and aggregates bilateral relations 

and dra\vs policy conclusions there from, is bound to confuse important bilateral trade 

occurrences. If a country has a bilateral trade balance deficit with one trading partner and a 

surplus with another, then by aggregating these, along with the respective bilateral exchange 

rates, and testing for an exchange rate - trade balance association, one will clearly be diluting out 

the bilateral relations and be making generalisations about average outcomes. The need to use 

bilateral data and discover meaningful patterns of trade with ditTerent regions is therefore more 

conducive to accurate findings. Perverse and unexpected accurate bilateral findings are preferred 

to generalisations about expected average ones. 

With the backdrop of trade value becoming an increasingly larger percentage of GDP in 

developed economies, Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999) analyse US import and export 

elasticities on six bilateral levels. Although not representing even half of US trade value at the 

time, this bilateral approach revealed different results for different US trading partners, thus 

stressing the potential of inaccuracy in aggregated studies. 
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4. Model Specification 

The trade balance relationship in South Africa is investigated uSing the follo\ving log-linear 

model, drawn from Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999): 

(23) 

The analysis is conducted at two levels of aggregation. The aggregate level analysis uses 

appropriate v,eights to aggregate South Africa's seven major trading partners into one trading 

entity. The bilateral analysis disaggregates these seven trading partners into separate trading 

entities, as done by Bahmani-Oskooee and Goswami (2003). This two-tiered analysis is 

performed in order to detect any potential aggregation bias. The study also explores the 

dynamics of adjustment with the particular aim of identifying the presence of a J-curve. To do 

this. the paper imbeds the long run relationship of (23) into a dynamic model. 

In order to avoid unit measurement problems, TBi is a unit free measure of the bilateral trade 

balance defined as the ratio of the South African exports to country i over her imports from 

country i. In the aggregate case, this variable becomes TBAGG and is a unit free measure of the 

ratio of the value of South Africa's total merchandise exports over her total merchandise imports 

from all seven countries included in the analysis. The Y SA variable is a measure of South 

Africa's real income (in index form) and is the same in both the bilateral and aggregate analyses. 

The Yi variable is the index of real income of trading partner i (in index form). This variable 

becomes YAGG in the aggregate case and is a measure of the aggregate income of the seven 

trading partners used. measured as a trade weighted average of the indices of their income 

variables. The RERJ variable is the real bilateral exchange rate bet\\een South Africa and the 

currency of trading partner i (in index form) defined in a way that an increase reflects a real 

depreciation of the Rand against trading partner i. In the aggregate case. this variable becomes 

REER,\G(j and is a real e(j'ecfi1'c exchange rate variable. 

T is the customs duty \ariable. It is defined as the average duty on imports. calculated as the ratio 

of tariffs plus surcharges to merchandise imports. In certain bilateral cases (and the aggregate 

case). T is separated into two variables independently measuring the ratio of tariffs to 

merchandise imports and surcharges to merchandise imports. respeeti\'ely. When tariffs and 
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surcharges are collapsed into one variable it is represented by Tl. If two separate customs duty 

variables are used, then T2 is the tariff (collection rate) measure, and T3 is the surcharge 

measure. The customs duty variables are f1at rates (i.e. identical regardless of the import origin) 

and so are the same in all bilateral (and the aggregate) analyses. The reason for this separation is 

that for certain countries, the results appear stronger when tariffs and surcharges are examined 

separately. The source of inspiration for the inclusion of custom duty \'ariables in the trade 

balance specification is the Santos-Paulino and Thif\vall (2004) paper on the impact of trade 

liberalisation on exports. imports, and the balance of payments. 

The specification used in this analysis attempts to correct for the limitations and measurement 

difficulties experienced in the literature. In order to remedy the unit measurement problems 

experienced in some parts of the literature, all variables included are expressed in index form, 

and are measured in levels rather than growth rates. No distractions from the primary theme of 

the real exchange rate - trade balance relationship are suffered in the forms fiscal or monetary 

variables which could potentially complicate matters 5
. In addition to this, and in accordance with 

the concerns expressed by Bahmani-Oskooee (2004), the real exchange rate is preferred to its 

terms of trade counterpart6
. 

'r\lthough popularl~ included in the earlier analyses. a measure of money suppl) as an explanatOJ') \ariable in the 
determinants of the trade balance's long run equilibrium seems tll haH lost its place. One possible explanation for 
this may be its highl~ correlated nature with the regularly included income variable. This could possibly lead to 
certain endogeneity concerns. In fact. the post - Rose and Yellen (1989) J-curve literature has not contained studies 
including a monetal,) explanatOl,) variable. The earlier studies including such a variable seem to have been perhaps 
preoccupied \\ ith reconciling the Monetary and Absorption approaches in an attempt to guide fiscal and monetal,) 
pOilC~. rather than adhere to sound econometric techniques. 
h /\ t(TnlS of trade variable in the bilateral analyses vv'oldJ require data on indi\ iJu111 foreign (I..HUHi') C\port pricc:-; 
\\hich is not Cl\aiJable for all countries used. 
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5. Econometric Methodology 

Of primary interest in this analysis is the real exchange rate - trade balance long run equilibrium 

relationship. The short run dynamics of this relationship allow for the associated J-curve 

investigation. Both the long run equilibrium relationship and the J-curve investigation provide a 

setting for the testing of aggregation bias. Therefore, an econometric methodology with the 

ability to separate long run equilibrium relationships and short run dynamics is required. Use is 

made of two such methodologies, namely the autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) approach to 

cointegration and the vector autoregressive (V AR) cointegration methodology, and the 

associated vector error-correction modelling (VECM) technique. Each of these has particular 

strengths and weaknesses in this intertemporal analysis. 

The vast majority of J-curve studies have conducted their analyses in a fixed exchange rate 

environment, within which "variations of OLS estimation are paI1icuiarIy well suited for testing 

the J-curve" (Demirden and Pastine, 1995). The ARDL approach to cointegration is paI1iculariy 

relevant here, as the signs of the lagged exchange rate variables provide an indication of the J

curves existence. However, inherent in a flexible exchange rate regime are certain feedback 

effects. That is, changes in the exchange rate will alter the trade balance, but these trade balance 

changes can, in turn, affect the exchange rate and income variables which themselves are 

expected to influence the trade balance. Specifically. following a currency movement, if a trade 

balance deficit becomes a larger percentage or GDP, then a loss of confidence in the domestic 

economv could occur. manifested bv a decrease in demand for the domestic currencv. and hence 
r ~"' .; 

a domestic depreciation. "Feedback effects such as these cannot be captured in the OLS 

regression and therefore it is not possible to directly interpret the OLS coefficients on the lagged 

exchange rates as the delayed effect of the exchange rate on the trade balance" (Demirden and 

Pastine, 1995). as is often done. These lagged exchange rate coefficients in the fixed exchange 

rate environment represent the partial derivative of the trade balance with respect to the lagged 

exchange rate. \vhile the quantity of interest is the total derivative. Therefore. an analysis of the 

real exchange rate - trade balance relationship within a tlexible exchange regime requires the 

specification of an econometric structure that explicitly captures these inherent feedback effects 

(i.e. one that can deal with the endogeneity bias inherent in the OLS approach). The VAR 

modelling approach. suggested by Sims (1980). and the corresponding VEC\1 (for analysing the 

short run effects) allO\\ for an econometric environment conducive to capturing these tCedback 

effects. 
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A Vector Autoregressive Approach to Cointegration: 

An alternative approach used is the multivariate approach to cointegration developed by 

Johanson and Juselius (1990) kno\vn as the full information maximum likelihood (ML) 

approach. The ad\'antage of this approach is that it allows for a system of equations with 

endogenous variables to be modelled in a simultaneous frame\york. This is particularly releyant 

in the current case, as the exchange rate, trade balance, and income variables are all potentially 

endogenous. A brief explanation of the approach taken from Enders (2004) will now be 

discussed. Prior to performing this technique, verification of the order of integration of each time 

series is required in order to ensure that all endogenous variables are Ie 1) at most. The technique 

needs to be modified substantially if there exist any 1(2) variables. 

The maximum likelihood procedure has a data generating process that is represented as a p-order 

vector autoregressive model: 

(24) 

where Zt is the vector of J( 1) endogenous variables, Xt: Et is a vector of exogenous I( 1) variables; 

D t is a \'ector of J(O) exogenous variables; and £t represents a white noise process. This process 

can be parameterized as a Vector Error Correction Model (VECM), which accounts for and 

identifies the short run dynamics of the model: 

['-I 

&; = n':'_1 + I r, &,_; + )~E, + 't'D, + ji + [;; (25) 
I~I 

\\here n is a long run multiplier matrix, r are the short run coefficient matrices for each period i 

and ), and I-{J are the coefficient matrices on the I( 1) and 1(0) exogenous variables. respectiYCly. 

The rank of n is determined by the number of cointegrating relations. L between the I( 1 ) 

endolLenous V'<1riablcs. In order to determine the number of cointeuratinlL relations in the modeL 
~ ~ ~ 

one uses two tests developed by Johanson (1988). namely the Trace statistic and the rVlaximal 

Eigcl1\alue (I,max) statistic. If r cointegrating relations are established bet\\een the I( 1) variables. 

the implication is that there are r combinations between the \ector of non-stationary \ariables. Zt. 

that are stationarY. The matrix n can be represented as: 
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(26) 

where a is the k x r loading matrix representing the speed of adjustment to disequilibrium and f3' 
is the r x k matrix of cointegrating vectors indicating the long-run coefficients of the 

co integrating relationships. Therefore, from equation (25), one can express the first RHS variable 

as: 

a l fbi 

a, }\, 

[1z'_1 a 3 [1 /32 /33 /34 /35 ] YI (27) 

a 4 rer
l 

a 5 I-I 

where lower case letters represent the natural logarithm of the variables. The sign of ~4 is of 

particular interest as it provides the information on the real exchange rate - trade balance 

relationship. 

With regard to intercepts and trends used in the long and corresponding short run models, after 

testing for the optimal order of the unrestricted V AR via the use of the Akaike and Schwarz 

information criterion. the approach used was to commence estimation "vith unrestricted 

intercepts and restricted trends, and then test down via a just-identi fying restriction. For hoth the 

aggregate and bilateral cases, it was not possible to reject the null hypothesis of setting the trend 

coefficient equal to zero. 

Once the trends in our models were eliminated. we were able to further test for the most 

economically meaningful and parsimonious model by imposing zero o\er-identifYing restrictions 

on each of the variables in the model in turn. That is. once the standard enor statistical 

inspections on the coefficients are performed, the log-likelihood ratio test is used to test the 

statistical significance of the over-identifying restrictions. In most cases (baning a few 

exceptions \\here the coefficient of the foreign income variable of a rclati\ely smaller trading 

partner could be set equal to zero). one could reject these zero restrictions. 

ECOn0I11ic theory and the recognition of 3 significant statistical relationship by \licrofit ~-+.l iOj' 

some of the countries used suggests that more than one cointegrating \ector can indeed exist in 
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this model. Apart from explaining the trade balance, one could also expect the endogenous 

variables employed to explain both the behaviour of the real exchange rate variable, and the 

domestic income variable (given that South Africa is a relatively small country compared to 

these major trading partners). When the cointegration tests used suggested the presence of more 

than one cointegrating vector, attempts were made at setting the just-identifying restriction on the 

real exchange rate variable (and the domestic income variable, separately) equal to one. 

However, neither were the coefficients of the second cointegrating vector ever statistically 

significant, nor were their signs economically logical. In addition to this, the presence of the 

second cointegrating vector distorted the results of the tirst which is the more important vector 

for both the real exchange rate - trade balance and .I-curve analyses7
. For this purpose, we 

ignored the second vector (when it arose) and focused on the economic significance and 

relevance of the coefficients of the variables when the sole just-identifying restriction employed 

was setting the trade balance coefficient equal to one. IIence the single row and column vectors 

in equation (27). 

The existence of a South African .I-curve within this framework is ascertained by means of 

generalized impulse response functions, generated by the VECM already mentioned. A 

generalized impulse response function is produced for each trading entity \vherein the equation 

for the real exchange rate is shocked by one standard error with the resultant trade balance and 

real exchange rate functions illustrated. The shock to the real exchange rate is a real depreciation 

of the Rand, represented graphically by an upward shock. Therefore, a .I-curve is present if the 

corresponding shock to the trade balance is immediately negative/downward, followed by an 

lIP\\ ard movementlimprovement. 

An Autoregressiye Distributed-Lag Approach to Cointegration: 

The problem \vith the VECM estimation technique is that the \ariablcs are not clearly nOI1-

stationary. As \\ill be discussed in the data analysis section. because the tests for stationarity of 

the data are \\cak. discrepancy regarding the order of integration exists for certain \ariablcs. 

There is therefore the possibility of non-stationarity in the data \\hich the ARDL approach is able 

~ The strange results reported by the 2nd cointegrating vector (\\hen it occurred) ma) be due to the 
indeterminate order of integration of the various trade balance time series. That is (and as \\ill be sho\\'n in 
the data analysis section). gi\en the trade balance AD!' tests. one cannot conclude \\ith absolute certainty 
that the trade balance for some countries is I( I). Since \\e treat it as such. one could argue that if in some of 
the countries' cases it is actually 1(0). then including it in the model as an I( I) endogenous \ariable could 
iead 10 misleading resuils. The same will be shown 10 be [rue for cenain real exchange rme \ariabks. This 
prO\ides further justification for the use of the ARDL approach. 
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to deal with. Use is made of Pesaran and Shin (1995) and Pesaran et al. (1996) in specifying 

equation (23) as an Autoregressive Distributed Lag model as in equation (28): 

n !l 11 n 

61n1'B[/ =f}1 + If}e/6In7B,,_/ + If},;,0.1n y\ 1,1_; +Lf}~;,0.ln}:,_! + IO;;,0.lnRERu _; 
;~1 /~I /~1 ;01 

II 

+ I f}6 / ,0. In ~_ / + /31 In TB"I-I + /32 In Y\A,I-I + /3, In }~I_I + /3~ In RERu _1 + /35 In T + 0", (28) 
;~I 

Pesaran and Shin's method avoids classification of the variables used into 1(0) and 1(1), and 

unlike standard cointegration tests, there is no need for pre-estimation unit-root testing. Their 

approach involves two steps in estimating equation (28). The first is to establish cointegration 

among the variables so that the inclusion of the lagged level of the variables (the B's) is justified. 

Thus, one first tests the null hypothesis of Ho: 01 = 02 = 03 = 04 = 05 = ° against the alternative of 

HI: 01 # 0, 02 # 0, 03 # 0, 04 # 0, 05# O. This is determined by performing a variable addition test 

on the lagged level variables. Cointegration is determined by way of the familiar F -test, with 

upper and lower bound critical F -statistics (covering all possible classifications of the variables 

into l(l) and 1(0) or even fractionally integrated) having been re-tabulated by Pesaran et al 

(1996). Once this is determined, the second step is to estimate an error-correction model outlined 

by equation (28). 

This approach is particularly useful for the purposes of this analysis as it allows one to 

distinguish both long and short run relationships. It is the short run coefficicnt estimates which 

gin:: insight into potential J-curvc existence. From (28), thc short run effects of a real exchange

rate change arc infeITed by the sign and significance of the estimates of thc 05' S and the long-run 

effects are inferred by the sign and significance of 0-1. Given our specification of the variables, 

following a real depreciation, negative values obtained by the first few estimates of 85's followed 

by positiw values \\ill reveal the existence of a J-curve phenomenon. The order of augmcntation. 

n, is determined by the nced to render the error term \\hite noise (0t). and is choscn by the set of 

all feasible lag structure combinations by means of the Akaike information criterion. If the 

information criterion does not allocate sufficient lags to the real exchange-rate variable. then at 

least the short run direction of the trade balance. following an exchange rate depreciation \\ill be 

re\ealcd. This short-run mo\cment can then be compared \\ith the direction of the long-run 

coerticient to infer the existence of a J-curvc. 
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6. Data Analysis 

Data Sources and Measures8
: 

The data on the key macroeconomic variables on the senn countries used in this study are 

obtained from the International Monetary Fund's (IMF) International Financial Statistics (IFS) 

database. The variables obtained from this database include the foreign income variables, the 

nominal exchange rate variables, and the foreign price level variables. The IMF's Direction of 

Trade Statistics (DOTS) database is the source of the bilateral trade data (i.e. the bilateral non

gold merchandise export and import values) used in the various bilateral tradc balances studied. 

The decision regarding the countries to be used in this paper was madc by utilizing the TIPS 

database and identifying South Africa's major trading partners9
. Local data used for the South 

African income variable and the domestic customs duties variables were obtained from thc South 

African Reserve Bank's (SARB) Quarterly Bulletin. This study uses quarterly data starting from 

thc first quarter of 1961 to the second quarter of 2004. All variables included were transformed 

into an index measure, vvith 2000Q 1 = 100. 

For each trading partner, the industrial production index (seasonally adjusted) is used as a proxy 

for each country's income. The bilateral nominal exchange-rate variables between South Africa 

and the USA, and the USA and the other six countries were cross multiplied in order to obtain 

seven bilateral South African nominal exchange-rate variables, defined as NERJ = 

(ZAR/Currency of country j). These seven nominal exchange rate variables wcre then converted 

into real measurcs by means of including the domestic and foreign price levels. Thc price level 

variables used \vcre the domestic and foreign consumer price indiccs (CPI). Each real bilateral 

exchangc-rate variable with trading partner j was calculated as RERj = (PJ.NER/Psa ), meaning 

that an increase in this variable rcpresents a rcal depreciation of the South African Rand relative 

to trading partner j. The aggregate ciTective real cxchange rate variablc is measured as the 

\\cighted a\crage of thc indices of the real bilatcral exchange rates defined in a such a \\ay that 

an incrcase retlects a real depreciation of the Rand against all SC\'en trading partners. Thc 

domestic income variable used is Gross Domestic Product at market prices (constant 2000 

prices). seasonally adjusted at an annual rate. 

" l)~lta sources and codes for the \arious country variables can be tound in Table l) 1Il the Appendix. 
,) China \\as LLllcuhlteJ tiS beiIlg ill thi~ Illajol lIading paI111L'1 caLcgul), but rL'1t~\~ult LILtla O\L'I tIlL' periud L1~ed 
\\as unreliable and scarce. 
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In order to account for certain structural breaks in the data, as \yell as improve on the normality 

diagnostics of the models, certain dummy variables were used. These dummies varied from one 

country to the next. The most common dummies used are D79, D94, and DO 1, capturing the oil 

price shock: South African liberalization; and the significant Rand depreciation, respectively. 

Each of these dummies take on a value of zero up to the appointed year, and a value of one after 

and including it. In the South Africa - Japan trade analysis, a D97 dummy is used to capture 

shifts in this bilateral trade relation resulting from the 1997 Asian financial crisis 1o
. Dummies 

other than these appearing in models are for reasons of capturing unexplained residual spikes 

which lead to problems of heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. 

In all eight VECM models and in six out of the eight ARDL models, the natural logarithm of the 

oil price (LOILP) is used as an exogenous 1(1) variable ll
. This variable was also obtained from 

the IFS database. Without this variable, which accounts for significant supply-side shocks, the 

signs of the coefficient estimates are often inconsistent with our theoretical expectations and are 

statistically insignificant. The inclusion of this variable in our models is therefore mandatory. It 

should be noted that substitutes for this variable in the form of a commodity price index (both 

including and excluding gold), and a gold price index were sampled, but with less satisfactory 

results. 

Unit Root Tests: 

Although not required for the ARDL methodology, a necessary condition for the Johanson 

technique is that all endogenous variables in the cointegrating vectors are integrated of the order 

1(1) at most. That is, regardless of whether the first ditIerenced series has a trend or not, it should 

be mean-reverting (i.e. not have a unit root). The order of integration of each time series was 

determined by vie\\ing time series plots in order to account for any trends and/or structural 

breaks: the use of correlograms; and Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root tests. The ADF 

unit root tests can be found in Table lOin the Appendix. The \\'eaknesses inherent in the standard 

ADF tests are \\ell documented. An important weakness, and one relevant to our analysis, is the 

test's inability to distinguish between trends and structural breaks. This imprecision could result 

in the reporting of incorrect results, and as such, we report results both \\ith and \\ithout a trend. 

for nccasions \\arranting such discretion. 

III This dummy variable is also included by Onafowora (2003) in their Asian J-cul've study. 
:: '\ok that generalIsed impulse response junctIOns cannot be generated \\hen J( I) e:\ogenous \ ariables are 
inLluded in the tnodel. FOt this purpose. we include the oil price ind<::\ as an l( 1) <:ndog<.:noLls variabk II h':l"I 
generating these functions. The VECM results are basically identical \\hen this is done. 
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As presented, the majority of endogenous variables in the model are l( 1). J Iowever, there are 

some inconsistencies. Firstly, the trade balance variables for France, Germany. Japan, the 

Netherlands and Aggregate could be interpreted as being 1(0). For some other countries, the 

results are also close. The real exchange rate variables for France, Germany, and Aggregate 

could also be regarded as 1(0) 12. As mentioned, this discussion regarding the order of integration 

of the trade balance variable could be responsible for the distorted results of the occasional 

second cointegrating vector. Given the weakness of these stationarity tests. the investigation 

proceeds under the assumption that these variables are l( 1), if only for comparison purposes with 

the ARDL approach, which is better able to deal with this problem. 

Trading Partners: 

The seven trading partners used in this analysis were identitied, using the TIPS database, as the 

countries with whom South African non-gold merchandise trade value (imports plus exports) 

was the largest in the period 1988-2005 (the longest data availability period). Together they 

account for 46% of South African trade value over this period. Even though the current analysis 

extends over the period 1961 Q 1-2004Q2, the use of these 7 countries is maintained. These 

countries are France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the UK, and the USA. 

Table 1 presents the total non-gold merchandise trade (imports plus exports) of each of the seven 

trading partners used in this study over the period 1961 Q 1 - 2004Q2. The \\"eightings of these 

se\'en countries \vcre calculated by dividing each country's total trade by the total of all seven. 

These \\"eightings \\ere then used throughout the analysis in order to calculate the aggregate trade 

balance. real exchange rate. and income values. From table I it is e\'ident that Germany. the UK. 

and the USA ha\'e been South Africa's dominant trade partners oyer the period. The lack of 

a\ailability of dc\'eloping country bilateral trade data has lead to the exclusion of such trading 

partners in this analysis. 

Ie The cases of Japan and the Netherlands are very close here. 
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Table 1: South Afrka's Trade with Major Trading Partners 

_ 196101- 2004Q2 (Mill ions of U.S", '~O~'~"~'~';'--:",;g;"",,-
TradlrlQ Par:ner bpor~s Imparts T~la: Tra-je _Wel ghtino 

France 21947 25~5C 47497 5,74':, 
Ge.-many 5747" 
Ital y SnS3 
Japan 653G5 
Nelherta"", 12320 
C, 6779' 

CO" 78650 
Total 360746 

%G32 
21752 
52273 
'345H 
6?A8C 
71',56 

3436',6 

148408 
7%20 
1'7503 
25778 
136271 
14f)8()3 

704363 

2107% 
11 22% 
16,5&% 
3,65':, 
1035% 
2127% 

The rcal cITecli,c' c~changc rate and Jp.gregalc trade bJlallC~ between Soulh Alrml and thes" 

,e,en tradinp. parHlC'rS is lilus tratcd in fi gure I hclow. [he South Afric"Jllfild~ h"lallce \vith the 

"p-p-rcgatc "flh"lc ,\even trading parlneLI was in a deficit 58.62'/;") orlhe lime mer thLI period It 

hils, h,\\,~\er, be~n III a '>lIrplllS liner approxinmtely 1999. wl1kh m"rhd thc ocf!inning of a 

pt'riou or Rand dcrr~cialion. Figurcs 10 to 16 in the appenuix pr~'~n l the s,'Ycn indi'idual 

hilateral real exchange rate and trade b"lall~e tim~ '~ries plots 

rigur~ I: I'lots of Rtlll Effec tive Exchllnge Rat c anu T I·ad~ Babnct "it II th( Aggrq~"t~ of 7 
Trading I'artnl"r~ 

! 
~~I 71Q_:~1_")~1 

" f--{l-'-~cf-t~ 
_0.5 

Qu"'." 
--In{KIMI-._ lnREER' _____ _ 

, 
In RE ER 

Of particular interest \\hcll companng the,e r~,,1 ~xellimge nlt~ imd tradc balance plol" "r~ the 

mo'ements of the trade babn<:e uurmg P<'riods or nOlil"cable real (krreciation in lhe' RanJ. In 

the agf!I'~f!at,·d casc of Figure I. a minor derr~ci"hon "founu 1972/73 is associated wilh an 

impro\'~m~nt ill Ih~ tr:lde b~bllc~. This was also the ea,le in all bilatcml CJSCS neepl the l.IS.-\ 
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Similarly, the noticeable aggregate real depreciation OCCUrrIng around 1985/86 occurred 

concurrently \vith a significant improvement in the aggregate trade balance. A similar result is 

evident in every bilateral case. The significant Rand depreciation of 2001 resulted in the 

aggregated trade balance experiencing a considerable improvement. This impro\'ement however. 

was only experienced in the bilateral cases of the Netherlands, the UK, and the USA. That is, in 

the remaining four bilateral cases, the substantial Rand depreciation of 200 1 was associated with 

a worsening in these bilateral trade balances. The post 2001 appreciation of the Rand was 

associated \vith a worsening of the aggregate (as well as six of the bilateral) trade balance. It is 

only in the case of the USA, where this Rand appreciation was associated with a trade balance 

improvement. 

The aggregate and bilateral trade balances display deficits for most of the period except in the 

cases of Italy and Japan. In comparing the pre and post-1994 liberalisation era 's, one notices 

post-1994 trade balance improvements in the cases of the aggregate, Germany, Japan, the 

Netherlands, the UK, and the USA. That is, the post-liberalisation bilateral trade balances with 

France and Italy did not experience an improvement 

Apart from certain perverse associations between the real exchange rate and the trade balance, 

the general relationship in consistent with expectations. The evidence of heterogenous responses 

suggests aggregation bias problems in the aggregate analysis. 
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7. Results I~ 

ARDL Results: 

The procedure for choosing an ARDL model is a two step process. In the first step, the t\\lO step 

approach to cointegration developed by Pesaran and Shin (1995) is employed. Pesaran and 

Shin's approach requires the determination of an F-statistic for each lag length imposed on the 

first differenced variables in equation (28). If there is an F -statistic greater than the upper bound 

critical value in Pesaran et ai's (1996) table, then cointegration is said to exist, and the second 

step in the ARDL modelling process can commence. In the second step, an ARDL model IS 

chosen by the AIC based on the number of lags chosen by the F-statistic in the first step. 

The literature reports two ways for choosing the lag of the ARDL model, given by equation (28), 

based on the F-statistics of different lag lengths. Indeed, Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999) 

have shown that the results of the F -test in this first step are sensitive to the number of lags 

imposed on each first ditTerenced variable in (28). Therefore, we calculate the F -statistic by 

changing the order of lags and report the results in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: The Results of the F-Test for COintegration Among the Variables of Bilateral Trade Bal. 
between South Africa and her Trading Partners 

Trading Partner 

France 
Germany 
Italy 
Japan 
Netherlands 
UK 
USA 

Aggregate 

*Highest F-stat 

95% Critical Interval 

2.476 - 3646 
2.850 - 4.049 
2.365 - 3553 
2.649 - 3.805 
2.272 - 3.447 
2.365 - 3.553 
2.365 - 3553 
2.476 - 3.646 

Calculated F-statistic for Different Lag Length Imposed 
on First-Differenced Variables 

2 lags 3 lags 4 lags 6 lags 8 lags _-----'lQia~ 
5.43* 4.70 4.34 3.68 2.61 2.06 
4.84* 2.99 3.89 2.18 229 301 
5.11 5.35 5.56* 3.62 349 3.46 
5.96* 419 408 472 3.91 5.57 
6.92* 4.24 4.72 4.40 4.26 4.44 
5.06 5.15* 5.53 4.69 405 2.97 
4.44 5.44* 3.74 369 410 3.50 

4.77 4.73 4.78 4.12 4.61 504* 

Ideally. given the number of lags chosen by the F-statistic in the tirst step of the ARDL 

modelling procedure. one \\ould want the AIC to select a model with the longest possible lags on 

the real exchange rate \·ariable. so as to compare the signs of the coefticients oyer a number of 

quarters. Therefore. as long as the F -statistic is abO\e the upper bound. one can choose the 

\.J This section reports the long-run equilibrium and sh0l1-run dynamic results for the ARDL and Johansen 
mdhodologles respectl\ el). Results perta1!11!1g to the correspond1l1g l\IU)L and V EeM structures, 
diagnostics. and dUllllll) \ariables included. can be found in tables II. 12. 13. and 1-4. in the Appendix. 
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longest lag, in an attempt to maXImIse the number of lags chosen by the Ale. so that the 

coefficients will reveal J-curve information. Alternatively, one could simply choose the lag 

number given by the highest F-stat, as is done by Bahmani-Oskooee and Ratha (2004). In our 

case. the highest F-stats are most regularly associated with the lower lag levels, and by testing 

higher lag order models, the results chosen by the AIC do not prm'ide longer lags for the 

exchange rate variable. Therefore, we follow Bahmani-Oskooee and Ratha (2004) and set the lag 

order in accordance with the highest F-statistic. This means that in most of our cases, one cannot 

make conclusions regarding the existence 0 fa J-curve based on these coefficient's lagged signs. 

Instead, one has to compare the short run ECM results of the exchange rate variable to the long

run coefficient. That is, from equation (28), in most cases, the existence of a J-curve will be 

revealed by comparing the first differenced RER O-coefficient \vith its long run RER ~-coefTicient 

counterpart. That is, if the coefficient estimates arc such that 05 < O. and ~-1 > 0, then there is J

curve evidence. 

From Table 3 we see that the long run real exchange rate variables for all eight trading entities 

are positive and highly significant at the 5% level. That is, regardless of the short run dynamics 

(presented in Table 4), in the long run, the real exchange rate has a significantly positive 

association with the trade balance. A real exchange rate depreciation therefore improves the trade 

balance and is in accordance with our expectations. Although all carry the expected positive sign, 

the sizes of the real exchange rate coetTicients differ across countries. On the bilateral levels, a 

1 % real depreciation of the Rand is associated with an imprmement in these trade balances, 

ranging from 0.628% to 1.398%. Given the respective weightings. the aggregate trade balance 

improves by 0.69% following a 1 % aggregate real depreciation. The majority of bilateral real 

exchange rate coefficients are greater than the aggregate one. I Ierein lies the problem of 

aggregating bilateral relations. The relatively large coefficients of two of the three major trading 

partners are not adequately captured in the aggregate coefficient. This discrepancy can be 

ascribed to the influence of the German coetlicient, which has the second largest weighting and 

smallest real exchange rate coefficient. Therefore. by aggregating the real exchange rate 

coerticients into an effective measure the influence of important bilateral relations have been 

diluted. 

Both the foreign and domestic income variables largely conform \\ith expectations. \\ith one 

exception. Table 3 reports that for all countries except Japan. the coetticients of the foreign 

income \ariables are positive and the domestic income \ariablcs arc negati\t~. Ambiguity in 
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these income variables is possible, but with the traditional direction (assumed in the theoretical 

background) expected. That is, since an increase in Y tends to raise imports, one \\'ould expect its 

coefficient estimate to be negative. However, if the increase in r is due to an increase in the 

production of import-substitute goods, then it is possible for the relationship between domestic 

income and the trade balance to be positive (Bahmani-Oskooee and Kantipong, 2001). Similarly, 

the coefficient estimate y* is expected to be positive. As foreign income increases, one would 

expect an increase in demand for domestic exports, improving the domestic trade balance. 

However, if foreign income increases due to an increase in the production of substitutes for 

domestically produced goods, then domestic exports may decrease, resulting in y* having a 

negative coefficient estimate. The direction of the aggregate coefficient Y coefficient conforms 

with the traditional direction. This is further evidence of aggregation bias, as the perverse 

Japanese bilateral case is not captured when aggregating the data. Given the strong statistical 

significance in this case, analysis of the exact composition of trade between South Africa and 

Japan is required in order to establish if the increases in South African and Japanese respective 

incomes are due to increases in the production of substitutes for each others goods, as would be 

the explanation for this outcome. 

The inclusion of customs duty variables in our trade balance models is an added value of this 

paper. Due to the Lerner Symmetry Theorem and the possibility of reciprocal/retaliatory 

protection, the signs of these variables may also be ambiguous. That is, protection resulting in 

any form of import tax (and thus reducing imports, and improving the trade balance), may also 

result in a tax on imported intermediate goods used in the export market, or reciprocal/retaliatory 

protection. (thus also reducing exports, and worsening the trade balance). Nonetheless, the 

inclusion of these variables does provide information regarding the different etTects of tariffs and 

surcharges on the South African trade balance (when these variables are separated). Using a 

similar measure of protection, Edwards and Lawrence (2006) found that in the South African 

case. tarit1:" often lead to higher intermediate input prices, which. if used in the export market. 

reduced the protits of exporters. Therefore. tariffs tended to \\orsen the trade balance. On the 

other hand. surcharges \\ere imposed to overcome this trade balance problem. and tended to be 

successful in doing so. 

\\'hen Tl is used rather than T2 and T3 we see that it is ne\er statistically signiticant. The 

indi vidual effects 01 tariils and surcharges is unfortunately unknO\\I1 in these cases as the overall 

results \\ere less satisfactory \\hen separating these customs duty \ariables in these cases. Given 
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the theory discussed above, and the work already done on South African protectionist policy, one 

would expect the tariffs (T2) variables to be negative more often than surcharges (T3) variables. 

This would especially be the case if higher tariffs were charged on imported goods used in the 

export market, as apposed to the flat-rate system of surcharges. In the aggregate case, the 

imposition of tariffs has a highly significant negative association \vith the trade balance. None of 

the bilateral T2 coefficients are statistically significant, \",ith only one (the UK) being negative. 

As a strongly weighted contributor to the aggregate case, this UK coefficient is diluting out the 

other three positive T2 coefficients of France, Italy, and Japan, resulting in a biased aggregated 

variable. 

The aggregate surcharge variable is positive although not statistically significant. Two of the four 

bilateral T2 coefficients are also positive and statistically significant. This is strong evidence that 

surcharges do in fact improve the trade balance. However, one cannot generalise from this result, 

as two of the bilateral T2 coeflicients are negative, resulting in further evidence of a biased 

aggregate coefficient. 

Therefore, with regards to the customs duty variables, there is no strong evidence of a consistent 

relationship with the trade balance. This inconsistency may be ascribed to two sources. Firstly, 

collection rates could underestimate the true level of domestic protection. Secondly, trade 

agreements since 2000 have tended to aggregate collection rates which do not adequately capture 

bilateral protection. 

As mentioned. one can elicit .I-curve information from the ARDL results in one of two ways. 

Firstly. if the Ale chooses a model with sufficient lags on the real exchange rate variable, then 

one can compare the signs of these coefficients. Given our specification, negati\'e values for the 

first few lags follmved by positive ones would reveal the existence of a .I -curve. Alternatively, if 

the Ale does not select a model with lagged real exchange rate \'ariables. then one can compare 

the short run dynamics of the real exchange rate variable, reported in Table 4 bclo\\, with those 

of their long run equilibri um counterparts, reported in Table 3, 

It is only \\ith Italy. the llK, and the Aggregate of the trading partners that J-eun'C information 

can he extracted via the first above mentioned method. That is, it is only for these partners that 

the AIC chose a model "ith more than one lag on the real exchange rate variahle. For all thrce of 

these. the first di ffcrencecllagged once real exchange rate \ariable' s sign is positiH:. and remains 
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so for Italy and the Aggregate. Therefore, for Italy and the Aggregate, the trade balance appears 

to immediately improve following a real exchange rate depreciation, and continues to improve 

into the long run, thus revealing the non-existence of a J-curw in these cases. In the case of the 

UK. we see that the trade balance appears to improve at first (albeit an insignificant movement), 

and then reacts negatively (and highly significantly) to the depreciation. This is then followed by 

a long run improvement as we expect. Therefore, in the case of the GK, there does appear to be 

some evidence of J-curve movement, albeit delayed, following a real depreciation. 

For the remaining five countries, one has to apply the second method mentioned above and 

compare the short run dynamics (the 85's) with the long run equilibrium coefficients (the ~4'S) of 

(28). As can be seen, for all of these except the USA. the tendency is for the trade balance to 

improve immediately (85 > 0) following a depreciation (and in most cases very significantly so). 

and continue to do so in the long run (~4 > 0). That is, for France, Germany, Japan, and the 

Netherlands, there appears to be no J-curve phenomenon, as a currency depreciation tends to 

create both an immediate and sustained improvement in the trade balance. 

Although not significant at the 10% level, the short runlimmediate tendency for the USA trade 

balance is to worsen (85 < 0) following a real exchange rate depreciation. This negative shock is 

then cancelled out as the variables find their long run equilibrium, which in this case for the trade 

balance - real exchange rate relationship is positive (~4 > 0). Therefore. the ARDL results report 

that there is evidence of a possible J-curve pattern in South African bilateral trade with the USA 

and the UK. If one were to only observe the aggregate case, then the important short run bilateral 

trade dynamics of these two major trading partners would not have been revealed. 

The ECM( -1) terms are all of the expected negative sign and highly statistically significant at at 

least the 5% level l5
. This indicates convergence to the long run solution of equation (26). In the 

cases of France, Italy and the Netherlands, we see these terms taking on \'alues either less than or 

equal to -0.5 indicating that the speed of adjustment of the trade balance back to\\'ard its long run 

grcmth path. follo\\'ing any shock from equilibrium (such as a currency depreciation), is 

relatively fast. The five remaining trading partners experience a similar equilibrium reversion 

follo\\ing a shock. but take slightly longer. 

L' Indeed. they are all significant at the l~o leveL and as will be shown. are in agreeillent \\ith the VECI\1 
Illethodology, 
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A further point of interest is the positive eiIect of the oil price on the trade balance, An increase 

in the price of oil would typically lead to an increase in the import bilL \vhich \vould \vorsen the 

trade balance, However, the oil price often tends to be positively correlated \vith that of gold and 

other commodities, Therefore, an increase in the oil price could also lead to an increase in South 

African export revenue, These two countervailing forces allows the oil price coenicient to have a 

theoretically ambiguous sign, In the case of this analysis, it appears that the latter explanation 

pre\'ails, As will be shown, the coefficient estimates of the oil price variables are in agreement 

with those of the VECM methodology, 
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Table 3: Estimated Long Run Coefficients for the AIC Selected ARDL 

--Trading - ---I---D-~-e-p-e-n-d-e-n~-t-~-'-~--~--

___ fa~~_~ ~riable_~_C_o_n_s_t_a_nt~ __ L_Y_*_~~L~Y~S~a~+~L~R=E~R~~_=L~T~1_~_~L~T~2~~_=L~T=3~+~L~o=il~_ 

France i LFTB -c. ~ 1I.1.9 -2.::75* 1.094* _ 0.518 (J.Cl!' O.')~12' 

____ GelTn~nY __ -~ _L_GTB ___ ~-I-;-,-:-~-:-)-+--'-;-.-;-;-;-:-~-;-;-;-;-;-;_;~~_~_:_'_~'_::_*_:~--:0-()-.. 1-~-~-~-~-I-O-.-'-1-3-)-~_I_O_._:_27_)~--10-:-8-2-)~ 
Italy 11.960) 10.826) 

-4.361* 
10.989) 

1.226* 
10.316) 

0.394 
10.254) 

0.056** 
1.028 ) 

0.499' 
10.112 ) 

I 

LITB -0.416 2.234* 

c------- .-.-----t-----------+-----t-------------t--+------+~+________+_______t___________1 

I 
Japan 

I 
LJTB 

-l.437 
12.547) 

-1.272* 
10.361) 

1.112 
10.736) 

0.648* 
10.206 ) 

0.064 
10.263 ) 

-O.C36 
10.068 ) 

0.064 
10.509 ) 

0.749* 
(0.270 ) 

-1.299* 
(0.646) 

0.216 
(0.170 ) 

0. on 
- 10.099 ) 

i
NetherlandS 

--.~-------~-----~-----~----~-----+------~----~-----+--------

UK 

LNTB 
(1.389 ) 

j .346 
11. ll8) 

-0.836 
10.795 ) 

1.114* 
(0.358 ) 

-0.210 
10.336) 

-0.060 
(0.037) 

0.173 
(0.139) 

- 6. 3 
13.635) 

LUKTB 

L-----~~~--c-------------.. _+----~-----t__.--.- --~----~----~-------~----+----~-----___I 

I USA I LUSATB I~:~~~) ~'0·~9;915') ~~:~~~; (10.339985') (~:~:~) - - IUO·/~I~:') 

I

I ---- --·-··----+i

l

-----------I-·-
3
-.-:!-U·-'1-'-+---0-3 2-.1--+---1-. -3--1 :-c -"-+---0-. r-; q-O-,-~------+----l-I .-(,-'1-3-'-+---0-. -II 1~- --1l-.-1 :~~--

L _ A_~_~~e~~~~ __ . _..~~~~=-_~~: ~ ~) ___ I.O_~ ... _6~7~~3~ __ ) ~..-l __ 1 _0 _. 8_1_0_)_~_( 0_ .. _2_4_9_)_L.... __ -. ____ L...._I_O_._2_0_5_)._ _~O_._O_1_9_) __ L-I_~ .. ~~9)._ 

* = Significant at the 5% level 
** = Sig nificant at the 10% level 
Standard Errors in parenthesis 
Example of dependent variable abbreviation LUSATB = log of the bilateral South African - USA trade balance. 
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Table 4: Short Run Dynamics - Error Correction Representation for AIC selected ARDL 

endent- --DC - - -DL TB T DL Y' 
nable 
-~-- I-~-

Trading-I Dep 
_ partn~ __ jy~ 

France --J----~ LFTB -U."_', ().~G" -(1 562) (0 335) 

- --- - - ----- f---.---.- ---'---r 
LGTB 

:1. ,11 -0.178* :).jU~ 

(0.430) (0.073) (0.287) 

----_._-- -~~-----

I 

German~' I D 
--~.-.--~----

Italy D LlTB 
-I) .. ' (I 7 1 . 11 [1 

(0.976 ) - (0.458 ) 
I 

! 

LJTB 
-U.5~3 -0.163 
(0.924) - (0.931) Japan D 

----

LNTB -C.282 0 .037 
(0.798 ) - (0 .291) 

Netherlands D 

UKTB 
-2.200 -a.247* 1. 157 

(1.417) ( . 0800) (0.879) 

USATB 
(J . 1 0 ~) -0.178* :J. bC4' 

( a .623) (0.073 ) (0.262 ) 

_·_---1 
I 

GGTB 
I 1 . ": (. 1 () . [j 'I j 

-
I, (0.504 ) (0 852) 

I ~ --- -----

* = Significant at the 5% level 
** = Significant at the 10% level 
Standard Errors in parenthesis 

--

DLYsa DLRER DLRER1 DLRER2 DLT1 DLT2 

-1.211' 11 . ')82 * -0. I 98 
( 0 - - -344) (0.203 ) (0.179) 

-]. ~ 7 l' U.203* Il. 1 ~4 
(1.229) (0.102) 

- -
(0.087) -

-2.1td-J, 0.175 0.132 0.767* -0.233 
-(0.614) (0.344 ) (0.348 ) (0.344) (0.154 ) 

-1.J9~* 0.236* -0.0234 
(1.396) (0. 080) - - -

(0.096) 

-0.745* 0.429* -0.087 
- - -(0.376 ) (0.162) (0.131) 

-3_06l' 0.258 -0.574* -0_077 
- -

(1.492) (0.286 ) (0.285 ) (0.122 ) 

- 1 . ') 1.: * -0.159 0_06') 
- - -

(0.381) (a. 276) (0.052) 

- 2 . 6 7 _~ '* o. n 1· 0.081 0.468* -U.OSO -
(0.802 ) (0.166) (0.171) (0.171 ) (0.071 ) 

--- --

DLT3 DLOILP ECM(-1) 
----.~~--~ 

0.011' U. ~ o:! "- O.:1J?~ 

(0.015 ) (0.057 ) (0.068 ) 

-~ r--- -~~-.--

- U _ 3.~ ,1 ' 
- -

(0.063) 

(L O~tl** O. ;'11-,' -O.4q7~ 

(0. 0l4) (0.068 ) (0.068) 

-0.013 -0.364' 
(0.025 ) - (0.055 ) 

0_041 -0.573' 
-

(0.057) (0.068 ) 

I).DI6 0.063 -0.365' 
(0.024) (0.051) (0.079 ) 

--

0_207' -l).268--
-

(0.046 ) ( 0 .052) 

--

lJ.OIH o .l)(d' - 0 . j 11 ' 
(0.006 ) (a.orl) (0.057 ) 

_ .. _--- - . __ ._---------

Note For certain trading partners, the lags of other variables did exist, but for ease of exposition/J-curve necessity, we only report lagged RER variables These can be 
found in the appendix. 

Example of dependent variable abbreviation DLUSATB = First difference of the log of the bilateral South African - USA trade balance. 
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VECM Results 

Given the discrepancy regarding the order of integration of certain trade balance and real exchange rate 

variables, the ARDL results presented above (v,lith this techniques ability to deal \vith this discrepancy) 

are the preferred and more robust results of this study. As \vill be shmm, however, the additional use 

of VECM modelling is both corroborative and revealing of additional short run dynamics. The orders 

of the various VECM's were chosen prior to testing for cointegration by means of the Akaike 

information criterion. On the basis of this information criterion, the optimal lag length for each VECM 

\vas chosen. Given that the results of the ADF - unit root tests allowed for the interpretation of all 

included variables to be stationary once first ditTerenced, i.e. I( 1), we were able to proceed with the 

Johansen (1998) cointegration tests procedures. The cointegration test results based on the Maximal 

Eigenvalue and Trace of the stochastic matrix can be found in tables 5 and 6, respectively, below. 

Whilst tables 5 and 6 both report the existence of two cointegrating vectors in the cases of France and 

the USA, table 6 reports the existence of two, and even more cointegrating vectors in every other case 

except Germany. As mentioned, these outcomes could be based on the inherent \veaknesses of the 

ADF testing procedure, especially in the case of the trade balance (and some real exchange rate) 

variables, which could be classified as 1(0). The problem with the cointegration tests may be that they 

are picking up the fact that some of the endogenous variables are not I( 1). Therefore, we ignore the 

possibility of more than one cointegrating vector in every case, and proceed under the assumption that 

all variables are I(1). 

Given this single cointegrating \'Cctor linking the variables. we are able to obtain a meaningful 

economic interpretation by normalising the vectors on In(X/M) and statistically signi ficantly placing a 

zero restriction on the trend terms. Based on the LR test of restrictions, Table 15 in the appendix 

provides a detailed report of zero restrictions on each variable for each country (including the trend 

terms). These tests of zero restrictions reveal that in all cases, the real exchange rate variables cannot 

be excluded from the models. The ineome variables of the larger trading partners logically have a 

stronger influence on the trade balance than the smaller trading partners. It is therefore the larger 

trading partner income variables which appear to be more robust. and cannot be restricted to zerol6. 

The rcsults of the estimated coefficients of the cointegrating \ ector \\ere obtained \'ia the Johansen 

technique and can be found in table 7 below. 

The important results in this table are the reported statistically significant. positive long-run 

relationships bet\\een the real exchange rate variables and their respecti\e trade balances. This is to be 

i(' Note that the p-value of tile LR test of restrictions for Germany is \I:r; close tn being significant at tile 10°0 level. 
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expected if a real currency depreciation leads to an increase in exports and a decrease in imports. This 

result concurs with the similar long-run ARDL analysis of table 3. There is again evidence of 

aggregation bias in these results as the ditTering sizes of the real exchange rate coefficients are not 

adequately represented in the aggregate coefficient. On the bilateral levels. a 1 % real depreciation of 

the Rand is associated with an improvement in these trade balances, ranging from 0.445% to 2.015%. 

The aggregate trade balance improves by 0.845% following a 1 % aggregate real depreciation. This is a 

wider range than in the ARDL case, but with the aggregate trade balance improvement being not too 

dissimilar in magnitude. 

The domestic income variables appear to be largely in agreement with the ARDL results, barring those 

of Japan and England. The signs of the domestic income variable for these countries has changed. 

Whilst the domestic income variable in the Japanese model was positive and insignificant in the 

ARDL results, it is now negative (as theoretically expected) and significant. In the case of the UK, the 

same variable was negative and insignificant and is now positive and statistically significant. This 

perverse result is not captured in the aggregate coefficient. Although the Y -variables reported in the 

vector approach do appear to be rather high, most of them cannot be restricted to zero as Table 15 

reports. Both the ARDL and Johansen methodologies are in agreement regarding the signs of the 

foreign income variables in the different models. That is, all are positive (as expected), except for 

Japan. 

With regards to customs duty variables, the estimates for the T1 variables of the different 

methodologies are in complete agreement. The T2 variable experienced a change in sign in the Italian 

and UK models. These estimates were, however, statistically insignificant both before and after the 

change in sign/methodology. resulting in no real cause for concern here. The only discrepancy \vith 

regard to the T3 estimates arose in the case of the Aggregate model, where the coeflicient sign 

changed, but remained statistically insignificant. In accordance \\ith pre\'ious South African research. 

the aggregate of the T2 coefficient is still negative and statistically significant. 

According to the Granger Representation Theorem. since our I( 1) \'ariables are cointegrated. one can 

equi\alently represent them in an error correction model (Enders 2004). This allo\\s for the 

imestigation of the short run dynamics \\herein the J-CUf\C phenomenon is particularly relevant. Table 

8 belo\\ presents the VEeM model for each country. The ECM( -1) terms arc all negative and highly 

statistically significant indicating that adjustment to the long run equilibrium occurs, Although the 

short rlln 1','(11 exchange rate coefficients shown here do provide an indication of the short run direction 
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of the trade balance following a shock in the system, of greater policy importance \yould be the length 

of time/number of quarters it takes for equilibrium to be reverted to once a depreciation of a currency 

has occurred. We therefore proceed to examine the short run dynamic responses of the trade balance to 

a one standard error real depreciation of a currency by generating generalised impulse response 

functions for each country's bilateral trade with South Africa, and trace any possible J-curve effects. 

Following a real depreciation. an initial worsening of one of South Africa's bilateral trade balances 

followed by an improvement would provide evidence of a J-curve. Importantly, if there is found to be 

no J-curve on the Aggregate level, but at least one on a bilateral leveL then we \vill be in a position to 

conclude that aggregation bias is indeed a problem. In addition to this, by finding variation across 

countries one is able to anticipate that aggregation would in all probability lead to biased results. 

Figures 2 to 9 below display the generalised impulse response functions for each of the seven trading 

partners, as well as the aggregate of these partners. In each case, given our specification, the initial 

upward shock in the real exchange rate function represents a real exchange rate depreciation, with the 

resultant impact on the trade balance function plotted along side it. These results show that in the cases 

of bilateral trade with France, Germany, and Italy, a real exchange rate depreciation results in both an 

immediate and sustained improvement in the trade balance. In the cases of Japan and the Netherlands, 

a real depreciation leads to a delayed (or even an initial slight worsening) improvement in the trade 

balance. True J-curve features are found in South African bilateral relations with the UK. where there 

is a definite initial worsening in the trade balance. The case of USA bilateral trade does not report any 

delayed improvement in the trade balance, but there is some initial worsening, albeit very temporary. 

In addition to these results. we also see that the Aggregate response function displays no evidence of a 

J-curve. There thus appears to be evidence of inherent aggregation bias in the aggregated data. 
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Table 5: Johansen's Maximum Likelihood Cointegration Procedure 

Cointegration LR Test based on the Maximum Eigen Values of the Stochastic Matrix: 

Trading 
Partner 

France 

Germany 

Italy 

Japan 

Netherlands 

UK 

Order 
of 

VAR 

2 

2 

5 

2 

2 

Eigen
values in 

descending 
order 

0.24121 

0.21492 

0.15235 

0.13027 

0.063829 

0.042548 

0.21709 

0.1759 

0.09377 

0.052898 

0.033447 

0.25683 

0.18396 

0.13559 

0.10442 

0.09022 

0.044747 

0.28173 

0.21155 

0.17133 

0.14304 

0.090398 

0.049583 

0.24616 

0.17536 

o 14569 

0.078796 

0.052118 

0.27991 

0.2108 

o ~7884 

0.13807 

0.083394 

InTB, Ysa, Y', RER, T1IT2,T3 

Likelihood 
ratio 

statistic 

47.4774 

41.6198 

28.4301 

24.0065 

1l. 3447 

7.4784 

42.3392 

33.4686 

17.0339 

9.4023 

5.8854 

5l. 0549 

34.9656 

25.0608 

18.9684 

16.2631 

7.8739 

55.9232 

40.1685 

3l. 7609 

26.0884 

16.0125 

8.5943 

48.6032 

33.1624 

27.0828 

14.1167 

9.2063 

56.482 

40.7187 

33.8898 

25.5556 

14.9774 

5% 
Critical 
Value 

46.97 

40.89 

34.7 

28.72 

22.16 

15.44 

40.89 

34 .7 

28.72 

22.16 

15.44 

46.97 

40.89 

34.7 

28.72 

22.16 

15.44 

46.97 

40.89 

34.7 

28.72 

22.16 

15.44 

40.89 

34.7 

28.72 

22.16 

15.44 

0.05151 9.096 

46.97 

40.89 

34.7 

28.72 

22.16 

15.-14 
---------~-----------------------

0.25688 

0.2076 

USA 2 O. C86182 

0.064522 

51.0659 

40.0232 

15.5013 

1l. 472 

40.83 

34.7 

28.72 

22.16 

____________________ ~O~.~C~5~1~4_:~3 __________ ~9~.~O~8~9~4~ _________ ~15.44 

C.2-1263 

Aggregate 2 

.:35579 

47.7991 

40.388 

32.3042 

25.3554 

13.4736 

6.2311 

46.9 7 

40.B9 

3·j .7 

2 S. ~ 

22.16 

15.44 

Hypothesis 
Tests for No. 

of 
Cointegrating 

Vectors r 

r<:::3 

r=O 

r=4 

r=O 

r=3 

r=3 

r=4 

r=3 

r=5 

r=l 

Reject/Cannot 
Reject Ho in 
favour of H1 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

r=~6 ________ ~c~a~n~n~ot~r~e~je~ct. 

L'<:::2 

r<=.f 

r<=l 

r<:::2 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

r = c_' ________ c=-:a'-n ___ n-'o_t ___ reC,LJeccc:c:t __ _ 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 
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Trading 
Partner 

France 

Germany 

Italy 

Japan 

Netherlands 

UK 

USA 

Order 
of 

VAR 

2 

2 

5 

2 

2 

2 

Table 6: Johansen's Maximum Likelihood COintegration Procedure 

Cointegration LR Test based on the Trace of the Stochastic Matrix: 

Eigen
values in 

descending 
order 

0.24121 

0.21492 

0.15235 

0.13027 

0.063829 

0.042548 

0.21709 

0.1759 

0.09377 

0.052898 

0.033447 

0.25683 

0.18396 

0.13559 

0.10442 

0.09022 

0.044747 

0.28173 

0.21155 

0.17133 

0.14304 

0.090398 

0.049583 

0.24616 

0.17536 

o H569 

C. O~8796 

0.052118 

0.27991 

0.2108 

0.17884 

0.13807 

0.C83394 

0.05151 

0.25688 

o 2076 

086182 

0.064522 

InTB, Ysa, yo, RER, T1IT2,T3 

Likelihood 
ratio 

statistic 

160.3569 

112.8795 

71.2597 

42.8296 

18.8231 

7.4784 

108.1294 

65.7902 

32.3216 

15.2877 

5.8854 

154.1868 

103.1319 

68.1663 

43.1054 

24.137 

7.8739 

178.5478 

122.6246 

82.4561 

50.6952 

24.6068 

8.5943 

132.17l4 

83.5682 

50.4058 

23.323 

9.2063 

180.7195 

124.2375 

83 5189 

49.6291 

24.0734 

9.096 

127.1517 

76.0859 

36.0626 

20.5614 

5% 
Critical 
Value 

128.79 

97.83 

72.1 

49.36 

30.77 

15.44 

97.83 

72.1 

49.36 

30.77 

15.44 

128.79 

97.83 

72.1 

49.36 

30.77 

15.44 

128.79 

97.83 

72.1 

49.36 

30.77 

15.44 

97.83 

72.1 

49.] 6 

30.77 

15.44 

128.79 

97.83 

72.1 

49.36 

30.77 

15.44 

97.83 

72.1 

49.36 

30.77 

0.051473 9.0894 15.41 

Hypothesis 
Tests for No. 

of 
Cointegrating 

Vectors r 

HO: H1: 

r..;>::::4 

r>=5 

r<=l 

r=O 

r<=3 

r=O 

r>:::3 

r>=3 

r>=6 

r=O r>=l 

r>::::2 

r>-=] 

r<=3 

~>=5 
----------------------------------.-------

o 24263 165.5514 128 79 

0.20928 117.7523 97.33 

Aggregate 2 77.3643 '72.1 r>=3 

45.0601 -~ 9 . 36 

.0-:5345 19.7047 30.77 

: 5 ' 1 

Reject/Can not 
Reject Ho in 
favour of H1 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

ca n n at reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

reject 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

reject 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

reject 

reject 

reject 

cannot reject 

cannot reject 

cannot ~eject 
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Table 7: Estimated Cointegrating Coefficients Derived by Normalising on In (X/M) 

--------

Trading 
In (X/M) 

Partner 
-----~- _. __ .-

France 1.00 
---_ .. -- -"---

Germany 1 .00 

Italy 1.00 

.Japan I 1.00 

N etherlands 1.00 

UK 1.00 
, 

liSA t 1.00 

I~:~~~te_ 1.00 l_ 
StanJarJ errors in parenthesis. 
From Tahle 15 in Appendix: 

--. 

InYsa InY* 

-3.211** 1.283 
(0.952) (0.976) 

- 2.880* 2.420 
(0.864) ( 1.036) 

- 4.259 2.593 
(1.970) ( 1.799) 

-2.383** - 0.850*** 
(1.323 ) (0.687) 

- 1.879*** 0.471 
(0.789) (0.635) 

2.145*** 4.776** 
(1.141) (2.051 ) 

- 3.698** 2.756** 
(1.712) (1.190) 

-3.198** 1.7622* 
( 1.1(4) ( 1.1488) 

* = reject Iio: coefficient estimate = 0 at the 1 % level. 
* * =, reject HI): coefficient estimate = 0 at the 5% level. 
* * * .~ reject H(): coefficient estimate = 0 at the 10% level. 
Otherwise cannot reject Ho: coetTicient estimate = O. 

InRER InTI InT2 

2.015** 1.442** -(0.734) (0.567) 

0.445* - 0.346* 
-

(0.309) (0.162) 

1.704* - 0.495 -(0.432) (0.450) 

1.758* 0.533* 
-

(0.309) (0.253) 

0.981 ** 0.470 -
(0.333) (0.278) 

1.293*** 0.082* -
(0.401) (0.501) 

0.791 * 0.638* 
-

(0.352) (0.219) 

0.845** -0.721** 
-

(0.239) (0.223) 

InT3 InOILP 
--

0.011 * 0.620 
(.062) (0.0970) 

--

0.189 -
(0.090) 

0.153* 0.894 
(0.047) (0.129) 

- 0.136* 0.263 
(0.052) (0.089) 

0.218 
-

(0.140) 

- 0.096* 0.589 
(0.061 ) (0.215) 

0.996 
-

(0.155) 

- 0.012 0.299 
(0.028) (0.096) 

'------ -_.-
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Tahle 8: Vector Error Correction Model Estimates 

--~---- ,---~---~~----. 

Trading Dependent Intercept dLTHI dLY*1 dLSA YI dLRERI dLTl dLT2 dLTJ 
Partner Variahle 

--- ---~-------- f---------- ---------

ell.l'!l) 
~ .. ~ () I: • -C.C48 O. ::'7(1 -l. 680 0.289 -O.4.n' (J.DI? 

France (0 ~ 7 '18 ) ( Ii . U ,] ~J ) (C) • 6~.') 11.775) (0.390 ) (D. 197) (IJ. [) 31) 

-----~ -~-- 1-- --~-.--~---~-

'\ dl(iTI) o .2.1' 
Germany 

(0 ~ 03G) 

------~ 

C. 1-/ J * -C.0995 0.067 -0.948 0.535 0.091 -D.DD] 
Italy dLiI II (1.843) (0.389) (0.189 ) IC.034) (0.067) (0.084) IC.78G) 

. ~, 0.4:1* -0.0:25 0.439 -3.536* -0.702* -0.407* 0.035 
Japan dL.lTB (0.089 ) (0.991) (1.514) (0.299 ) (0.158) (0.026) (0.150) 

elLNTll 
- J . ~~ () 9 -I- -C.O~:l 1.492 -0.914 -0.376 -0.050 

Netherlallds (C.1CJ~q (O.C777) (1. 01,2) (1. 7::' 6) (0.348 ) (0.136) 

------~ ---------- -~-

- c) . i 3 (5 • -(J .• ~Cc" l.~-lG~)~ -1.128 -0.543* -0.058 -0.00;' 
UK tiLl (l\.lIl 

Ie. C (" 'J i ( 0 . 0 4 .~ ;, (1. 3 G2) (0.273) (0.137 ) (0. U.' 'J) (0 ns) 

------- -------

tll.IISAill 
- .. l. 1 • -u .. 1'1' O.Bq/ - (). 011 0.121 -0.0'79 

LSA (U.: 1-) -~ ) Ic.OCg) (0. 9CJ'I) (1.375) (0.779) 10. J (1) 

-----------

I. • I: f,' - C. 0', G 1 .J8 j , -1.068* 0.177 O.108E-6 O.1I11i 

Aggregate ell.AI i( illl (l). ()7 I J) (0.67 \)) (11.750 ) (0.178) (D.OR)) I () .!1 I 4 ) 10 268 ) 

*Significant at the 5% level and standard Errors in parenthesis. 
* I The order of the V J\.R selected by the AIC information criterion is 1. There is therefore no space for first difIerenced variables. 
*2 Order of the V J\.R selected by the AlC information criterion for Japan is 5 and only the first lagged values are reported. 
Note: Eg. dLX 1 = LX( -1 )-LX( -2) 

------
dLOILPI Ecm(-I) 

(). 0;' l - 0.11 ,1' 
(ll.!ll) (ll.O'll) 

f-~ ---

- 0 . 34;' • 
(0. Ll~ Co) 

--

O.01! - 0.14:' 
(0.13 I) (O.US8) 

- 0.144 -0.337* 
(0.102) (0.078) 

-0.136 -0.539* 
(0.12.1 ) 10.OS2) 

-0.041 -0.330* 
IU.U'l'l) 1(1. 0'14) 

------_.---

-IJ. In!> . () . ::: b [_) ~ 

(11. I OD) (O.04t1) 

--

-lI.IJ!l1 - 0 . ~: () (. \ 
(() . O~) (,) (() . II '0 4 ) 
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8. Conclusion 

This paper has investigated the long run equilibrium and short run dynamics of the real exchange rate -

trade balance relationship on both aggregate and bilateral levels. The reason for this was to detect 

potential aggregation bias, which was found to be evident in both time periods. With the inclusion of 

customs duty variables, the model specification employed is more encompassing than is traditionally 

the case in such a study. Both the ARDL and VECM approaches to cointegration were utilised to test 

the robustness of the results. 

Regardless of the methodology used, \ve are able to conclude that our cointegration analysis found that 

there is a long run steady-state relationship among the trade balance, the real exchange rate, domestic 

income, foreign income, and the customs duty variables included. Both econometric methodologies 

found a statistically significant positive long run relationship between the real exchange rate and the 

trade balance, on both bilateral and aggregate levels. Aggregation bias was, however. still prevalent in 

this case, as variation between bilateral coefficient estimates were not adequately reflected in the 

aggregate estimate. Further evidence of aggregation bias was revealed in the case of the income 

variables, whereby perverse (yet theoretically plausible) bilateral findings \vere not reflected in the 

aggregate estimate. The customs duty variables included mostly conform with previous South African 

research, in that tariffs tend to worsen (and surcharges tend to improve) the trade balance in the 

aggregate case. Certain bilateral results are in disagreement here, thus revealing further aggregation 

bias. 

The adjustment to long run equilibrium also differed across countries. with a J-curve response being 

evidenced in some case, but not all. Both methodologies find evidence of J -curve tendencies in the 

bilateral cases of South African trade with the UK and USA. Using the VECM approach (and its 

ability to capture feedback effects) we also find delayed short run trade balance responses in the cases 

of Japan and the Netherlands. None of these short run findings are captured in either aggregate case. 

Although only se\en of South Africa's major trading partners \\erc included in this study. the results 

are robust enough to make extrapolated conclusions about South Africa' s international tradc \vith the 

rest of the \\orJcI. That is. tradc policy findings and rccommendations regarding South Africa's 

aggregated tradc necd to be yiC\\cd \vith scepticism, as they arc ignoring potentially significant 

bilateral relations. 
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9. Appendices 

Table 9: Data Sources and Codes for Countn' Variables 

Dollar 

Country CPI Exports to SA 
Imports from 

Income 
denominated 

SA Nominal 
Exchange Rate 

France 13264 ... ZF .. 13270 ... DZD199 13271...DZD199 13266 . . eZF .. 132 .. RF.ZF 
Germany 13464H ... ZF .. 13470 ... DZD199 13471 ... DZD199 13466 .. eZF. 134 ... RF.ZF 
Italy 13664 ... ZF .. 13670 ... DZD199 13671.. DZD199 13666 .. eZF .. 136 .. RF.ZF 
Japan 15864 ... ZF .. 15870 ... DZD199 15871 ... DZD199 15866 .eZF .. 158 RF.ZF 
Netherlands 13864 ... ZF .. 13870 .. DZD199 13871 ... DZD199 13866 .. eZF .. 138 .. RF.lF 
UK 11264 ... ZF .. 11270 ... DZD199 11271 ... DZD199 11266 .. eZF .. 112 ..RH.ZF 
USA 11164 ... ZF .. 11170 ... DZD199 11171 ... DZD 199 11166 .eZF .. 
South 
Africa 19964 ... ZF .. RB6006D 199 ... WF.lF 
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Table 10: Augmented Dickev Fuller (ADF) Unit Root Tests: Quarterlv Data: 1961Ql - 2004Q2 

FRANCE 
Levels First Difference 

Lag Length 
ADF 

95% 
ADF 

95'\10 
Variable Trend Trend/No 

Test 
Critical Trend Lag Length 

Test 
Critical 

Trend* Value Value 

2(AIe. SSC, HQC) 
-3.282/ -3.4371 2(AIC, HQC), 

LTB Indetenn inate / 2(AIC, SSC, 
-3.290 -2.879 

NO 
I(SSC) 

-10.573 -2.879 
HQC) 

3(AIC, HQC), 
-4.213/ -3.437/ 2(AIC). 

LRER Indetenn inate 1 (SSC)/3(AIC), 
-1.8299 -2.8786 

NO 
I(SSC,HQC) 

-9.093 -2.879 
I(SSCJIQC) 

LY YES I(AIC, SSe. HQc) -2.109 -3.437 NO I(AIC, SSC, HQC) -9.659 -2.879 
* - Results len both trend and no trend are gi\'cn \\hcn It is indeterminate whether a trend nists. 

GERMANY 
Levels First Difference 

ADF 
95 'Yo 

ADF 
95% 

Variable Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical 
Value Value 

LTB NO 4(AIC, SSC, HQc) --1.167 -2879 NO 4(AIC). 
-IO.36-l -2.879 

2(SSC, HQC) 

LRER YES 3(Ale. SSC,HQC) -3.700 -3.437 NO 2(AIC, SSe. HQC) -6359 -2.879 

LY YES 
2(AIC), 

-2.551 
I(SSC, HQC) 

-3.437 NO I(AIC, SSC, HQc) -6.989 -2.879 

ITALY 
Levels First Difference 

ADF 
95% 

ADF 
95% 

Variable Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical 
Value Value 

LTB NO 2(AIC, SSC,HQC) -1.600 -2.879 NO I(Ale. SSe. HQC) -11.358 -2.879 

LRER YES 
2(AIC, HQC), 

-3 115 -3 -137 NO D(Ale. HQC), I (SSC -9.516 -2.879 
I(SSC) 

LY YES 
2(AIC, HQC), 

-2.2-16 -3A37 NO I (AIC. SSC, 
-7.92-1 -2879 

I(SSC) HQC) 

JAPAN 
Lenis First Difference 

ADF 
95'1., 

ADF 
95% 

Variable Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical 
Value Value 

LTB NO 4(AIC), 
--1.208 

I(SSC,HQC) 
-2.879 NO 2(AIe. SSe. HQC) -IU.020 -287') 

LRER YES 3(Ale.SSC,HQC) -3.399 -3.-137 NO 2(AIe.SBe.HQC) -5 807 -2879 

LY YES 
4(AIC,IIQC), 

I(SSC) 
-1.951 -3.-137 NO 3(AIC), 

I(SSe.HQC) 
--1923 -2879 

NETHERLANDS 
Lenis First Difference 

Lag Length ADF 
95% 

ADF 
95%, 

Variable Trend Critical Trend Lag Length Critical 
Trend/No Trend Test 

Value 
Test 

Value 

1 Ilndctcrminat<: 1 
4~;\1e. i lQe), 

1-
3.472 .... t"''""1 3(AIClIQC), 

LTB 
1 

-J."+J I 

1 
NO 

1 
-77S2 

1 
-2 87'! 

i i 2(SBC).I(l'.lC), - 1.2902 -2.8786 2(S!3C) 
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3(SBC,HQC) 

LRER YES 
3(Alc'HQC), 

-3.42-1 -3.437 NO 
2(Alc'HQC), 

-6357 -2.879 . 
I (SBC) I (SBC) 

LV YES 
3(AIC), 

-2.352 -3.437 NO 
2(Alc' SBC, 

-5523 -2.879 
leSBC,HQC) HQC) 

UK 
Levels First Difference 

ADF 
95% 

ADF 
95% 

Variable Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical 
Value Value 

LTB NO 2 (AIC, SBC, 
-2.195 -2.879 NO 

-+ (AIC), I (SBC, 
-1-1972 -2.879 

HQc) HQC) 

LRER YES 
3 (Alc' HQC), 

-3.301 -3437 NO 
-+ (AIC), 1 (SBC), 

-6.523 -2.879 
I (SBC) 2 (HQC) 

LY YES 
I (AIC, SBC, 

-3.183 -3 -137 NO I (AIC, SBC, 
-8.462 -2.879 

HQC) HQC) 

USA 
Levels First Difference 

Lag Length ADF 
95'1.) 

ADF 
95% 

Variable Trend Critical Trend Lag Length Critical 
Trend/No Trend Test 

Value 
Test 

Value 
I(AIC, SBC, 

-2.719/ -3.437/ 
LTB Indetenn inate HQC)/I(AIC, NO I (AIC,SBc'HQC) -11.099 -2.879 

SBC, HQC) 
-I. 9426 -2.8786 

LRER NO 3(AIC, SBC, HQC) -2.2631 -2.8786 NO 2(AIC,SBC,HQC) -5.586 -2.879 

LY YES 
4(AIC), 

-3.296 -3.437 NO 
3(AIC,HQC), 

-5.708 -2.879 
I(SSC,HQC) I(SBC) 

AGGREGATE 
Levels First Difference 

ADF 
95% 

ADF 
95'\10 

Variable Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical 
Value Value 

LTB NO I (AIC,SBc'HQC) -2.919 -2.879 NO I(AIC,SBC,HQC) -IU.292 -2.879 

LRER YES 3(AIC,SBC,HQC) -4.119 -3.-137 NO 2(AIc'SBC,HQC) -6 185 -2.879 

LV YES 
-+(AIC), 

-2.598 -3.-137 NO 
3(AIC), 

-5628 -2879 
I(SBCJIQC) I(SBC,HQC) 

COMMON VARIABLES 
Levels First Difference 

ADF 
95°;() 

ADF 
95% 

Variable Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical Trend Lag Length 
Test 

Critical 
Value Value 

YES 
-+(AIC), -

-3.437 NO 2(AIC,SBC,HQC) 
-

-2.879 LSAY 
2(SBC,HQC) 3.0751 -+.9059 

- -
LTl YES -+(AIC,SBCHQC) 

2.2728 
-3.437 NO 3(AICSBC.IIQC) 

6.3-+5-+ 
-2.879 

YES 
-

-3.-+37 NO -+(AIC), -
-2.879 LT2 -+(A IC,SI3C,IIQC) 

2.2885 3(SBCHQC) 7.297-l 
-

1\0 1 (AIc'SBC.IIQC) -2.879 LTJ 1 (AICSBCIIQC) 2.636 - 2 .879 NO 
8.5166 

, , , T , C' ) J 
-

" 
-l(AIC), -

_1 Q'70 ( :\ r, - I' '7 : ( ') LS .J,'-' . 2(SBC.HQC) 6.8892 [ 
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Table 11: Additional ARDL Results (Structure and Diagnostics) 

Trading Partner: France 

AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL( 1 ,0,0,0.2,0) 

Diaj?nostics: LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CI-lSQ(4)= 27498[0.60 I J F(4.158)= 0 64176[0.633] 

Functional Form: CIISQ( 1)= 0 25930[0611 J F(1161)= 0 ~4309]().623J 

Normality: CI-ISQ(2)= 75.523510000J ;-.Jot applicable 

Heteroscedasticity: CIISQ( 1)= 0.001631910 968J H I. 170)~ U 001(12911) 968J 

Trading Partner: Germany 

AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL(2,0, 1 ,0, 1) 

Dia!?:nostics: LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CI-ISQ(4)= 6.7211[0.151 J 1-(4,159)= 16164[0.I73J 

Functional Form: CIISQ(I)= 1.3633[0.243J F(I, 162)= I 2943[0.257J 

Normality: CHSQ(2)= 15.5023[0000J Not applicable 

Heteroscedasticity: CHSQ(l)= O.18921[0.664J F( 1170)= 0 18722[0.666J 

Trading Partner: Italy 

AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL( 1 ,0,0,3, 1,0) 

Diagnostics: LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CHSQ(4)= 0.56699[0 967J F(4, 153)= 0.12800[0 972J 

Functional Form: CHSQ(I)= 1.5727[0.2101 F( 1156)= 1.4566[0.2291 

Normality: CI{SQ(2)= 448775[0.(00) \lot applicable 

Heteroscedasticitv: CI-ISQ( 1)= 0.1 0153[0.750J F( 1168)= 0.10039[0752] 

Trading Partner: Japan 

AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL( 1,2,2,0,0,0) 

Dia!?:nostics: LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation; CHSQ(4)=39272[O 416J FI4.156)=0 91673104561 

Functional Form: OISQ(I)=O 61289[11.434] 1-(1159)=05719310451] 

Normalitv: CIISQ(2)=2A279[O.297J ;-.Jnt applicable 

H eteroscedast ic it\': CIISQ(I)~O.3590710 549J 111.1(9)=035562[0552) 
, 

Trading Partner: Netherlands 

AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL( 1 ,0,0,0, 1) 

Dia!?:nostics: LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CIISQ(4)=6.98881 0 .136J F\4,157FI662410.16IJ 

Functional Form: CIISQ( I )=13767[0.241 J F(1.160)=12911110258] 

Normalit\,: CIISQ(2)=2 0924[OJ51 J Not applicable 

Heteroscedasticitv: CIISQ( IHI.1I4945610.824J FI 1.17(1)=1) 04SSQ:'1 (18251 

Trading Partner: UK 
I 
I 

,I AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL(3,0, 1.2,0.3) \ 

Diaonostics: LM Version F V~-;::~ion- I 
Serial Correlation: Cl\S\)(4)= ~ 1)34'1 11 :'52] 11·1.1481 II ('hS4~~-1 

r-=F-'-u-'-n'--'c'-'t--'io=-n=-a=-=I=-=F~o=-r'--'n'-:'I'--': -'-'~=-_--r--rl---l-'I-I-S(-)(-'-I-I-'-:l-I -118-' 7-2--'7 ~'-I-lI-"(-"S'-:' ]---+-I -~-I-I 1-. -1 '-1-1 ~-(-I -0:-:' I rr~~ ~~ I I 
_I _1\_' o_r_II_I_a_li~t~_· : _____ .-+I ___ (_'I_IS_'<..:_)(2)~ 14 II Sill 491] i _~_·l_)t_al_)p~_C<_lb_k ____ ~ 
~H_t:_·t_e_ro_s_c_e_d_a_st_i_c_i t~y_: ~_.LI _, __ C_II_S_O_I 1_1-_' _lI_4_6 "_, X_5_1 I_I -1_')_-1_1 __ .-1 it 1. i 1'-) r li~(,3(,:; I iJ -f'17 i i 
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Trading Partner: USA 

AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL(1.0,O, I ,0) 

Dia!!:nostics: LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CHSQ(")=1.8782I075 81 F("156)=(U3312[O 785] 

Functional Form: CHSQ( 1 )=2.8209[0.093J F( 1.159)=26670[0 104] 

Normality: Cl!SQ(2)- .:1.1003[0 129] 0:ot'T.[llicablc 

Heteroscedasticity: CHSQ( 1)= 0.081762[0.775J F( 1.169)= O.0808.:1-1[O.777J 

Trading Partner: Aggregate 

AIC ARDL Structure: ARDL( I ,2,9.3,3,0) 

Dia2:nostics: LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CHSQ(")= 1.9868[0.738] F(-1.135)= 0.-11389[O.798J 

Functional Form: CHSQ(I)= 110-15[0.293] F(I.138)= 0 93570[0.335J 

Normality: CHSQ(2)= o 5837"[0.747J Not ~icable 

Heteroscedasticity: CHSQ( 1)= 0.019862[0.888] F( 1.162)= 0.019622[0.889] 

Table 12: Additional ARDL Results (ARDL Dummv Variables) 

Country Dummy Purpose 
France None 

Germany None 
Italy 075 Required for Cointegration 

Japan None 

076 
Co integration, Functional Form, Serial Correlation, 

Netherlands 094 

098 
Normality and significance of Income variables 

UK 079 Makes RER Significant 

USA 
066 Corrects Normality Diagnostic 
067 Corrects Normality Diagnostic 

Aggregate None 
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Table 13: Additional VECM Results (VECM Diagnostics) 

France 

LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CHSQ(-l)= I 5620[0.816J F(-l, 156)= 035743[0.839J 

Functional Form: CHSQ( 1)= 25858[0 108 J F(I.I59)=24268[0 121J 

Normality: CHSQ(2)= 56620 I [OOOOJ t\ot applicable 

Ileteroscedasticitv: CHSQ( 1)= I 2986[0254 J F( II 70)= I 2933[0 257J 

Germanv 

LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: CHSQ(4)= 6.8069[ 146J F(4.164)= I 6793[157J 

Functional Form: CIISQ( 1)= 0.077707[0.780J F! 1.167)~ 0 07'0-l5[ u.784 J 

NOnl1ality: CHSQ(2)= 58929[0.053 J Not 3pj11lcabk 

H eteroscedastic it;: CIISQ( 1)= 020752[0 649 [ F( I.171)= 020537[0651] 

Italv 
LM Version F Version 

Serial Correlation: CI-ISQ(4)=81108[088] F(4,155)=19177[IIOJ 

Functional Form: CI-ISQ( 1)= 15865[208] F( L 158)=1471 0[0.2271 

Normality: CHSQ(2)=46.5420[O.00O] /'.:ot applicable 

Ileteroscedasticitv: CIISQ( I )=058209[0.445] F( 1.170)=0.57727[0.-148] 

Ja.Qan 

LM Version F Version 
Serial Correlation: ClISQ(4)=J6902[0450] F(4.132)=073665[0569] 

Functional Form: CHSQ( I )=36312[0.057] F(LI35)=29644[0087] 

NOImalitv: CHSQ(2)=064590[0724 J Nllt <lJlplicabk 

Heteroscedasticity: CHSQ( 1)= I 2944[0.255J F( 1,1(7)=1 2889[0.258[ 

Netherlands 
LM Version F Version 

Serial C orre lation: CHSQ(4 )oc63990[O 1711 1'(4154)=14877[0209J 

Functional Form: CIISQ(l)=O 11421:-3[0.99IJ F( 1.157)=0.1 042E-3[O.992] --
Normality: CHSQ(2)=0.34846[ o 840J "llt applicable 

Ileteroscedastic it\': CflSQ( 1)=0 On144[ 0 8681 I( 1.171WII U27129[U 869[ 

UK 

LM Version F Version 
1 

Serial Correlation: 11-l.153 )~21 OiJ9[0083 J CIIS()(4)=89553[OO621 

Functional Form: CIISQ( I )~2'+ 143[0 120 J F( 1.1561=2.2209[ 0.138 J 

Nonl1alitv: CIISQ(2)= 667()2[O 036J !'\()t appllcahle 

Ileteroscedasticity: CIISQ( 1)=00062355[0.9371 FI 1.171))~O 1)()61632[0 938) 

USA 

I 
LM Version 

I 
F Version 

f--

Serial CorrclMion: CIIS()(-l)=1 1-119[0.8881 I-I-l. I 5-l )~lI::>5731 [I! 9(5) 

Functional Form: 
-------- CIISC,l( 1)= 1833010 17b[ 1111571-16911[019') 

, 
I ~orll1alit\: CIIS()(2)=34741 [0.176) \:"t appllcahle l t I ktcrosc~dasticit:: ---

CIIS()! I)~ 10560[0 3(1-l) i 11117111= I 0'02111 311:) 

Aggregate 
LM Version I F Version ~ ,--------------------~---------=~~~~~.--------~--------------------------~--~ 

Serial Conelation: ClIS(.)14)~236-l3[U66lJ[ i 114.1~6)--U 5-l_;'6[O/IJ-l[ i 
Li -F-u-n-c t-i-0I-1 a-I-F-o-I-'n-1-: -------l!-------C.=.II:..::S"'-()~( 1"-1-'--(--,):c:.:

UK
'--6-1l'-'3 -l"'-[ 1-'-1 -7(-',I{-) ------, I II I. IS'! 1-=0 O~1I3 I I [(I r 7)--'-] 

---------r-----------------------t------- ---.-------l 
~orll1alit:: I CIISQ(2H)NJ-lS-l[O.707[ i \:ut appllcahle . 11 

! !_c_te_r~('_SC_e_d-,il_5_'i_c_it~:_: ____ ~' ______ __=L_'_'I~'''()(' \ =11 "-1'6(1[11 022J I 1:11._~_r.'.2.11)121!1 (~~ __ _ 
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Table 14: Additional VECM Results (VECM Dummy Variables) 

Country Dummv Purpose 
France Only Seasonal 

Germany Only Seasonal 

Italy 
00 I, seasonal Without 00 I the foreign and domestic income variables are 1.5 

times and 4 times bigger, respectively, than the reported values. 
066,067, Without 066 and 067, there is a heteroscedasticity diagnostic 
SeasonaL problem. These dummies capture significant spikes in the residual 

Japan 
plot and deflate the domestic and foreign income variables, as well 
as their standard errors. 

097 Makes Japanese income variable significant. 

076 Makes foreign income variable statistically significant. 
094 Remedies serial correlation problem. 

Netherlands 098 Gives foreign income variable the theoretically correct sign 
Seasonal 

076 Serial corre lation and Nonnality diagnostic correction. 
079 Oeflates standard errors of Income Variables. 

UK 
094 Corrects theoretically expected signs of income and exchange rate 
Seasonal variables. 

066,067 Without 066 and 067, there is a Nonnality diagnostic problem. 
These dummies capture significant spikes in the residual plot. 

USA 
079 Corrects theoretically expected signs and significance of income 
Seasonal variables and allows for the statistical rejection of the trend. 

Aggregate Only Seasonal 
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Table 15:Table of Zero-Restrictions 

Ho: Y*= 0 YSA = 0 RERJ = 0 Tl = 0 T2= 0 T3= 0 TREND=O 

Cannot Cannot 

France Reject 
Reject** Reject** Reject** Reject* 

reject -

(0.132) 
(0.035) (0.048) (0.034 ) (0.000) 

(0.141 ) 

Cannot Cannot 

Germany Reject 
Reject * Reject* Reject * 

- - reject 
(0.000) (0.000) (0.003 ) 

(0.104 ) (0.822) 

Cannot Cannot Cannot Cannot 

Italy reject Reject 
Reject* 

Reject 
Reject* 

reject -
(0.000) (0.007) 

(0.311 ) (0.134) (0.484 ) (0.552) 

Cannot 

Japan 
Reject*** Reject* * Reject* Reject* Reject* 

reject -
(0.066) (0.032) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

(0.087) 

Cannot Cannot Cannot 

Netherlands reject 
Reject*** Reject* * 

reject reject - -
(0.628) 

(0.062) (0.025) 
(0.227) (0.540) 

Cannot 

UK 
Reject** Reject* * * Reject*** Reject* Reject* 

reject -
(0.023) (0.0830) (0.063 ) (0.000) (0.000) 

(0.453 ) 

Cannot 
Reject** Reject* * Reject* Reject* 

reject USA - -
(0.015) (0014 ) ( 0.000) (0.006) 

(0.479) 

Cannot Cannot 
Reject * Reject** Reject* * Reject* * 

reject reject Aggregate -
(0.000) (0.013) (0.048) ( 0.028) 

(0.786) (0.882) 

p-value of LR test of restrictions in parenthesis. 

*- significant at the I ~o level: ** -= significant at the 5% level; *** - significant at the 10% level. 

\lote: Placing a zero restriction on the oil price variable \\as universally rejected at the 10
0 level of significance 
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